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reportedly has crane equipment
A tank-car - contaInhig a biddy ,
on the way that will be used to lift the
flammable antitoxic cheesiest derailed
still-upright tank car. back .bnto the
here last night ,shortly abar_inkinight
tracks.
Hutson (hernicaL
People in the immediate area were
The chemical, carbon bisulfide, is
riot evacuated early today although
"eitremely toxic and explosive,"
Murray Police have an evacuation plan
Murray Mayor Melvin B. Henley, a
that could be put into action.
professor of chemistry at Murray State
Workers successfully returned five
University, said this morning.
derailed tank cars carrying hazardous
Murray police and fire department
materials to the tracks near here
personnel have sealed off an area for
jev_eral , hundred yard& wound
shortnIX.
said.
The Illinois Central Gulf Railroad
derailment_which is located nean-1110_
cars derailed Priciay, but the cars were
Kengas propane storage facility on
not damaged and ne evaeuatiens -were
Industrial -Road.
necessary, officials said.
Mayor Henley and Police Chief Brent
A fire department spokesman said
Manning both urged local citizens to
early today there were no problems
stay away from the scene of the acwith the cleanup operation.
cident.
"Even though it doesn't look as
though"
-there is any immediate
danger," Henley said, "thete is always
that possibility. This chemical is highly
toxic, extremely flammable and we
don't want another Waverly( Tenn.) if
something should go wrong."
_ Mannin,g said that L & N
spokesman told him the tank
as
bound for an unidentified plant at
Calvert City. Henley said the chemical is most likely usedein the manufacture
tANK C-A4I DERadtStrifff----Vitiaterik citecorttaining-act-eakeinely flam- Murray Mayor Melvin O.tieniev said this morning that there appears to be
FRANKFORT, Ky. CAP) — Now you
of polymers for the plastics industry:
mable and highly toxic chemical derailed here shortly after midnight.
no immediate danger since the tank car k not presently leaking in gas. But
eatt•-drive around with that expired
The tank is not presently leaking and
Crews with L & N Railroad are on the scene working to get the tank car,
Henley added-that the gas has such a low flash point (minus 20 degrees F)
inspection sticker — or the one due for
L & N crews have been on the scene
filled with liquid carbon bisulfieci, back onto the tracks. Local officials are
that it could burn spontaneously if the tank car does begin leaking.
renewal — without worrying about
since early this morning working to get
urging citizens to stay away from the Industrial Road site of the accident.
police roadblocks or surprise citations.
the tank car back on - the tracks.
Staff Photo tiv Gene McCutcheon
Gov. Julian Carroll issued a directive
Speculation at this time is that the
Friday which in effect ends Kentucky's
derailment occurred because of a
vehicle inspeetton-_--iirogram im---. malfunction in switching equipment,
rnediately — before-the June 17 imp
• Manning saki.
mentation of a legislative act which
The train was only traveling about does se. three miles per • hour when the
He ordered a 118-day extension of the
derailment occurred and quick action time for c-aris and trades to be inby the engineer in stopping the train is spected, which his office said
Calloway County Fiscal Court has
County Attorney Max Parker to
lia bility insurance and a deep freeze for
—Re-enpleitad Qom* tiessoner 1101.:.
17. thought to have prevented *awe serious eliminates the legal requirement tor
agreed informally to continue an
prepare figures on how much revenue a
the facility located at 105 East Outland for tour ye
_
damage to the tank car. Wheels of two
oxisting contract with Angels of Mercy. - three or four cents per each $100
Sycamore extended, while the humane
.—And lifte4a—seven ton load limit on
other cars were also shifted from the
See INSPECI1110114
Ambulance Service.
assessed' refuse tax could raise in
society Will feed cats and kittens at tne
Forrest Coleman Road.
tracks in the accident.
Page 111Caimall
Preliminary contract talks between •-Callway County.
pound, plus provide medical care, pay
the firm that operates a countywide
No countywide, county-operated
for telephone and office supplies and be
ambulance'service in Calloway County
garbage pickup service currently exists
responsible for euthanasia for all
are expected to begin early next week
in Calloway County. Miller told the
animals. Magistrates budgeted $15,000
with a meeting involving Calloway
magistrates that possible avenue may
to build the pound this fiscal year.
County Judge-Executive Robert 0. 1 be a subsidize a countywide operation.
Calloway County Sheriff's DepartMiller, Murray Mayor Melvin Henley
But the judge-executive cautioned,
ment has a new deputy 32-year-old
The final evening of the Third Annual
and Mercy personnel.
"With the roads the shape they're in I
Show officials for this evening's
nouncer, Gary Jones Clarksville, Tenn.
Bobby Holmes of Hazel, following a
Kentucky State Charity Horse Show
Calloway County magistrates Billy
classes include: Walking Horse judge,
don't believe we can handle it this year
Horse show enthusiasts from 11
fiscal court session and talks between
begins tonight at 7:30 in the West
Erwin, Dan Bazzel and Tommy Bogard
next fiscal year )." At least one fiscal
Wayne Tharp, Hollingwall, Tenn.,
states attended the first night's show at
Calloway County Sheriff Max Morris
Kentucky Livestock
Show and
raised no objection to renewing an
Gaited judge, Don Harris, Simpcourt member said he woold favor
the livestock show and exposition
and Hazel city officials Friday a!Repnaition Center.
existing contract with the firm in a
sonville, Ringmaster, Jimmy Cole,
putting a refuse tax question.
center. The Murray show drew enternoon. Holmes, who will work with
An enthusiastic crowd attended the
county fiscal court sessiop Friday
Nashville, Tenn., organist Mrs. Harold
Miller estimated that it would require
thusiasts from Beverly Hills, Calif.,
the sheriff's department and under
opening night Friday at the center
afternoon.
Thompson, Benton, farrier, James H.
from $100,000 to $125,000 for the county
Anarbor, Mich., Little Rock, Ark.,
Morris' command, is expected to be
located on College Farm Road.
County taxpayers currently pay some
Fleming, Hopkinsville, photographer,
to get into the refuse pickup business,
Birmingham, Ala. and Centerville, Ga.,
paid from a Hazel police stipend and
This year's event has attracted the
:68,000 a year to subsidize the service.
Murray city officials have often
Frank Sidway, Simpsonville and an-. Simmons said.
from county deputy hire ifioney. He will
largest
number of entries of any
Miller told the magisteatin,--4t would
-complained about the lack of -a -cow---- be sworn in effective- May I. ----previous show, according to Murray
probably take $135,000. to crank up a
tywide refuse collection system
County magistrates also Friday:
Rotary
President A. W. Simmons. All
new ( county operated) service and
claiming that some persons who live in
—Accepted $3,812 in excess fees from
available
stalls at the $4-million indoor
$85,000 to $90,000 to rim if after you got
the county_ bring their, garbage to
Circuit Court Clerk Frances Shea for
facility are completely filled, along
equipment, a locatirin and vehicles."
Murray and dump it in city collection
1977;
with hotel and motel rooms in Murray,
Miller suggested the county continue
boxes.
—Re-appointed Harold Hurt, a
alon Kentucky Lake, Mayfield and
the Mercy contract, and extimated
Calloway County Fiscal Court Friday
Murray Attorney, to a four year term
Paris, Tenn.
subsidy costs will be higer next fiscal
entered into a "memorandum of unon Murray-Calloway Hospital Board,
Murray Rotary Club and Murray
year.
derstanding" with the Humane Society
,-Adopted a motion accepting a set of
Woman's
Club sponsors the event.
of Calloway County to operate the
revised city-county hoepital board bi Magistrates also took the first steps
county dog pound now under conlaws.
Ticket gates will open at 6:30
in investigating the cost of running a
struction. County taxpayers will pay to
—Agreed to lease two community
tonight, and the public is asked to
, -countywide -garbage pickup -service •hr ftn-nhtr feed for dogs and puppies
buildings, one to if group in Hazel and
support the -ri-bjeCt which returns'ill
Calloway County.
housed in the- pound, pay utilities,
another to Dexter for a nominal fee of
funds to such community projects as
The fiscal court asked Calloyry
cleaning materials, furnish public
$1 a year;
scholarships, scouting, the Jackson
Purchase Heritage Museum, local
comprehensive care facilities and
special education, Simmons said.
The show dates were changed this
year from May to April, and this
change appears to have created even
more interest in the Murray event.
Louisville and Morehead have the only
other indoor horse shows in the state,
Simmons explained.
were predicting victory.
By TOM RAUM
promise would result in an average
Associated Press Writer
yearly increase of $40 to $50 on gas bills
"1 am confident that it can get
WASHINGTON (AP) --- Conthrough the
The president had indicated in adconference," said Rep.
Thomas Ashley, 13-Ohio, one of the
gressional energy leaders are exvance to conferelice members that he
top
One Section-14 Pages
pressing confidence the president's
would accept the compromise to get his _House negotitors
'
bottled-up energy bill will begin moving
And Sen. Henry M. Jackson, 13-.
energy program moving again.
Business Page
again after a compromise on natural
3
Wash., leader of the Senate conferees,
But first, the compromise must be
Classifieds ........ ... 11,12,13
gas pricing that could boost what
ratified by the full 42-member conpredicted flatly that the conference
Comics.
.9
consumers pay by an extra $40 to $50 a
committee would accept the measure.
ference committee viEking on a final
Crossword..
year.
9
He called it a compromise which
version of the Mr-old en gy
Dear Abby'
But the tentative accord reached
2
legislation. That panel is expectilf to "offers the hope that Congress can
Friday among key House and Senate' take up. the measure on Wednesday.
complete action on the President's
F
Hions
roscope
„.8,9
conferees — after nearly five months of
Then it must go beck to both houses of energy program."
•2
intensive closed-door negotiations, Congress along with the rest of Carter's
Local Scene.
2
The negotiators, who had seen
still lanes several major hurdles.
energy bill.•
Opinion Page
4
several pest attempts at compromise
The plan would lift price controls
In both the conference committee .a_nd,
$7
Sports
go down the drain, were particularly
from newly found gas after Jan. 1, 1985
on the floor of each chamber, the careful
this
time
to
shape the proposal
anrk allow the regulated price,n(„gas legislation could run into trouble from
. until they were sure It could
Mostly
• between.now and then to nearly double.
bell$11?
an expected coalition of liberals — who ported
by a majority of heir' Biome and
fThergy •Secretary James R. • think the compromise is taipseneraus to
Senate conferees. , • •
ny
"
Schlesinger, who helped draft the
the oil and gas industry — and "conc
.ioudi
inhgt
ness tonight ;
esalisg
M°441"Hi
:
--wit1i-ne
proposal,said it would coat consumers - servativee —who feel it
Although the price of nearly all
far
chance of showers just before
about.1,10 billion more through 1985 than
enough.
_natural gas wank] rise under the
sunrise. ,Showers continuing
the president's original plan for
Qpiy politically moderate conferees promise,- only,newly found gas Would
Sunday. Highs today and Sunday
.continued price controls.
were included in the private negotiating be eligible for deregulation.
In the low Jo mid 60s• lows
IUDGING -- As aspect of horse show judging is shown above as'the two
Congressional aides claim the adsessions, including several held at the
todight in the mid and upper 403.
people in the foreground attract the horse's attention by making noises.
ministration Men would have cost
White House T4t method of
However, the
proportion
Light southeasterly winds today,
The actions are aimed at keeping the horse at bay for judging. The judging
.consumers between $2 billion and $5
bargaining rankleruninvited con- deregulated gas would increac.
becoming southerly -at 5 tO IS
billion over the Mine period. One
was part of first night's action at the Kentucky State Charity Horse Show ib
ference members from both the left and steadily each year once tha lids err.
tonight.
miles
hour
an
"rough estimate" made by staff
right.
West Kentuclyy livestock Show and Exposition Center on College Farm
tined as more and more price
members is that the proposed cornNonetheless, conference leaders controlled wells dry up
Road. tonight'
wiiagins at 730. -
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'Deco.-A64,

Saturday, Apra 22
•
Interested parsons will meet
at 8:30 a.m. to help in the
cleaning of the church
_,-bqAActing.and gronnds at the
First Presbyterian Church,
Main and 16th Streets.

PAW
' VIII

S. _

Monday, April 24
Rangers and Rangereetes,
ages eight through 15, will
have a skating partY fettif530
to 7:,50 p.m, u_merray
Skateland.

Your Indivittual
Horoscope

1j-

..irraid-iletne Scene
Northsicle Meet
The Baptist Young %;z
iVa
of the Northside
Church met at the home of
Sheila Ward oteMonday, April
3, at seven p.-m. with Sheila
McGinnis,
president,
presiding and Jean Hamilton'
lending the opening prayer.
Judy Jones, program
leader, Janice Graham,
devotional leader, Mary Ann
McCuiston, scrapbook
chairman, and Jean Bridges
presented the Monthly BYW
Contempo program.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Ward.
The next meeting will be
held in the home of Ann
Sidman on May 1 at seven'
wee _ _ : __._..,.,...___ _
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FOR MONDAY,APRIL8f,278
What_ kind of day
_
-tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast.given for your birth Sign.:
a.:t7
1i1(XiliN
- 20:
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:
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----..FraAc.es Drake
There may he room fee imARIES
provement. If an idea seems
Copyright Conference,
FOR SUNDAY', APRIL 23, 1976 (Mat. 21 to Apr. 201 grk-Tt
Saturday. April 22
impractical, discard :t imsponsored by Murray State
Make the most of any good
What kind of day will
mediately.
Ham breakfast will be held University Libraries and the
ideas you have and, if need be,
tomorrow be' To find out what
n
ArUAte
RlIy'S
ll
at American Legion Hall, National Library of Medicine,
enlist the help of others in
colL:ii
the stars say, read the forecast
21 to Feb, 19)=X
...-_,
putting them across. Outdoor
sponsored by the Bluegrass will be at Kenlake State
given for your birth Sign. •
There
are
tendencies
toward
interests especially favored.
State CB Club. Serving will be Resort Park starting at two
emotionalism Nere. Be' alert.
By Abigail Van Buren
TAURUS
ARIES
from five a.m. to one p.m. P•niYou and those about you may
(Apr.
21
to
May
21)
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
DEAR ABBY: I am a 21-year-old female college senior. with tickets at 82.50 at the door
tend to blow up situations out of
Not everyone will say what he
Especially
favored
now:
The week of graduation. I am giving a party for my friends or from any member.
all proportion. Do YOUR part to
Data Processing Workshop -4,personal relationships, home
really means or make the best
and instructors in my parents' home.(I live at home.) I am
.
impression now, so give others ., tnaintain harmony.
will open_ at Murray State 'and family concerns, romance
Ladies of Oaks Country Club
PISCES
going to serve food and plenty of beer to about 80 guests at
the
benefit
of
the
doubt
aid
social
and
activities.
should
You
X
Mar
will have a business meeting _University. Call 762-2716 for
my parents: expense.
most will do the same for you.
have a bright
•
Tighten up loose ends. As with
My problem: How does one tact:Bally tell her-parenta at 9:30 a.m. at the clubhouse information.
GEMINI
day.TAURS
don't
day_
,' 211)t the
.'2'
when its time for them to excuse-,-themselves-and go
(May 72 to -June 217
with coffee'anddoughnuts-KtApr. 21 to May 21) Otiiif
-Congregate
meal
site
will
be
upstairs?
Organize your program so as - become emotion-charged."
Please don't get me wrong. I love my Parents and
. t...
'Don,t,_,wait for, another's
be served, followed'by nine
sible stick to rout*
open and call 753-0929 by 11:15
to eliminate time-wasting
'went them to meet my friends and teachers, but I'm afraid hole golf tournament:
decision if you have the answer,
confusioo. A good actiCitY day • and don't go off on tangents. . CHEESfi GRAMM .
my guests will be inhibited if my..pareots hang around all
'but DO profit by the advice and
a.m. for transportation.
YOU BORN TODAY are
for all Gerninians.
• experience of others if "on the
evening. Thank you..
Cheeses are easier to grate
City-wide old newspaper
unusually capable, self-reliant,
CANCER
PARTY GIRL drive will be held from nine
Monday, April 24
persistent and.responsible. to a when they're taken directly
(June 22 to July 23) 49
GEMINII
0
a.m. to twelve noon by the
11
National
trus
t. You have a flair for the from the refrigerator for
Murray
Unit
the
of
Lunar
May 72 to June 21)
influences only-mildly
DEAR PARTY GIRL: If there is a "tactful" way to tell Garden Department of the
dramatic
and may take to the grating -or shredding. • That's .
auspicious. Pursue
Hairdressers and
Don't be impulsive but be
Cautious
.t--cone's parents to get lost in their own home land after Murray Woman's Club. Cosmetologists 'Association
theater as a career; also, your true whether you use a hand ,,
but
flexible
ready
to
take
program.
'quick
aciion
View
-Sooting the bill for a party of 80 yet!), I don't keel._ what it
graat love for the traditional grater, blender or food
things in their true perspective
where necessary. Recognize the
could be.'If any of your -guests feel "inhibited" with your Bundled newspapers may be will meet at the Triangle Inn
would make you an excellent proclaim.
difference between wasteful - not as you would like them to
• parents around, that's their problem. CH course, .your left at 1108 Main Street, at seven p.m.historiagh Sympathetic and
_
be.
haste and well-directed efforts.
hlurray,
753
753-8115
or
or
call
---,parents read this, you'll have_neproblem.(Antpoesibly.ao
humanitarian in your impulses,
44aup.
LEO
River
234
..the fields of education and
Bptist
_FLAVOR CONDUCTOR
July
..
Associational WMU will meet , • Donotletdo
---StAielefludices-iiim--en=e Melillo& are also
own inyiuffths
: DEAR ABBY: I am desperate. After 15 years of a very . Alpha Department of at the Cherry Corner Baptist
Mne
usic_
7161"11-TrW get
cotirage your spirit-- et- --me--__for your_ talents_ li
IVerb8
"4- haa- 7
l)
)
rr nit;
to conciliate where conflicting
-stortny-offotgairt,-- on-again marriage-my huib.ad ha, MiIrayWoma),'s Club . will curet& at seven p m •
sculpture are the artistic poultry or meat, melt butter,
ideas and personalities appear.
terPII,iseo itore Win for earning
asked me for a divorce. It all started a ye* age-who:44n have its luncheon meeting
—ReArfc point- Up essentials,
Pninev-A. dandy otttlook-ht*--- mediums which you could add the herbs and let stand for
,
the middle of a heated argument, I told him that his twelve neon'at the club house .
. don't take anything for granted: easily commercialize You can a few minutes, then
brush the Tuesday, April* .
accomplish the "impossible"
LEO
I
VIRGO
lovemaking did nothing for me-1 had only been_ puttinton with program by
fticbard--,Subur ban' Homemakers (July 24 to
fish
or
meat
with
the
butterand
normally
welcome
Aug. 23)421
(Aug: 24 to Sept. 23) nr
an act._ kliegs% rpm tkai) truth. Knowing how proud bele
Valentine of the Community:_can win meet at the home of
challenges with zest. Birthdate herb mixture. The fat in butter
A bit of ieflectionneeded.„You
In a defensive position, be
of his masculinity, ,I said it because I knew it would hurt
of: Anthony Ti
-elope. English serves as a flavor conductor,
circumspect in voicing opinions
rnay find that some of your
him.' I never realized- it would hurt him so much that it . Theatre.
Pits. Hwy Russell at seven
novelist; Barbra Streisand and while the butter itself adds
goals are not as praiseworthy as
in your approach to others. On
would destroy all his feeling for. me. He hasn't kissed me or...-..
Saturday,'April- 22
, they appear on the surface.
the offensive, be gently per-__ Shirley MacLaine, Amer. ac- flavor.
touched me since that terrible argument, and now he says
Kentucky Rebeletts Booster
....... 0,
suasive
VIRGO
treat*.
•
rather
than
he wants a divoten
t Aug. 24 to Sept 23) IV
argumentative.
-"•••'' Lambda Sorority
Abby. Ill do anything in the world to get my husband Club will sponsor the Ken-- will
at
home
meet
the
of
ErLIBRA
Be your refreshingly forthMonday Special:
back. I don't went
'
. divorce. Please, please tell me what to tucky Lakeland Majorette nest'tne Garland, 218 Irvan, at
right and candid self, yet . (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
Pageant
at
Southwest
do
w-oDrir
theyctcayour
•
remember that tact and sen'.."--..N
RAZOR_SHARP-TON
GUE' Elementary School gym seven p.m.
_ .
.
sitivity must accompany action
uses inntothpursogressifvoer
starting at 830. a.ra.- and-- ------ ------ -- ---- - --- - --and expressions. tn-generaL- er- - - channels. You may have to
Group
of
Eva
Wall
DEAR TONGUE: Urdua, you.. can convince your continuing throughout the
.revise previous plans, however.
day for you to relish.
husband that you spoke in auger and didn't mean what you day. Public is invited:-Inth Memorial BaptistChurch __ LIBRA
1....e- -- Especially favored: cultural
said, there may be no way you can get your husband back. admission being one
Women
the
will
meet at
s
acoRpto
nd artistic interests.
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)Az ai
dollar for
This may not help you a:filch, but it may serve to let others adults
.
church at 9•30-a m
Give of your best to those who
and
fifty
cents
tor
•
_
"
_.
_
have
know that one seldom regrets unspoken words.
proved worthy in the past, :Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nt'er
.
children.
1
You may be called upon to
Murray Branch of the . . but do not waste your time or
DEAR ABBY: Do you think a grandparent should ever
make some weighty decisions.
aty on schemers
tmeors
Second night of the t ' • _AAUW wW meet at we home chiselers.
With fries or baked potato
spank a grandchild? What is a grandparent to do -when
alert 1 the
he
Do not make them in haste.
Wolfson
at
i
o
f
M.
Mrs.
Alfred
grandchildren, ages 3 and 5, are visiting and both want to annual Kentucky Charityand topping, and Stockade
motives of all '
Careful thought, a realistic
SCORPIO
sit on the same chair? Or both want to play with the same Horse Show will be held at the 4.'
Toast,salad, drink. '_...
1 p.m'
m.e
r,
attitude and logical thinking
to Nov. 22) ""
toy? The older one appears to take advantage of the West Kentucky Livestock and
A complete meal, priced
needed.
So
good news or fri
yeuner one. I have tried to teach them to share and be Exposition Center at 7:30 p.m.
Murray
like a snack!
SAGITTARIUS
4,
440
_
_ _
'dab:reach oaer.but it doesn't ametn-tritheananyt
Meet at the Health Center at cooperation should aid you in
_ (1140. 23 to Dec. 21 "
.
.
them.
_perfecting
lime-range
plans.
-Do not become- .trri/tated-Sit
"fm Pim MurrayState UniversitY
-1
whs
Study new trends, developSpanking always worked with my children, but my son,
opposed. Consider:. Maybe the
Theatre
will
present
"Hedda
who is the father of these scrapping youngsters, insists
'Murray Quota Club will SAGMARIUS
other fellow's suggestions are
that children should be "talked" to and made to obey Gabler" for the third and final
better than you realise Stress
the Triangle Inn at ( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 3e4g
'
)
7
without laying a hand on them. These two don't appear to . eerfcirmarice at eight p.m. at Meet at
Bel-Air Shopping Center
your sense of humor
twelve
noon.
You
,
can
'coast
on
your
laurels
Theatre.
University
the
Ad-.
be very well behaved to me. I still think a couple of whacks
for
a
while,
if
you
do
not
acwould 'straighten them out fist. What do you think?
mission is 42.50 or by season
Dexter Senior Citizens will tually waste time or dissipate
GRANDPARENT ticket. ' meet at the Dexter Center at talents. The restful day is also
valuable, indulgett with proper
9:30 a.m.
DEAR GRANDPARENTs.-When you hit a child, you
purpose. Romance favored.
Spring fashion
show,
teach him violence. There are better ways to discipline
CAPRICORN
featuring men models, will be
children.
Ellis Center will be open (Dec 72 to Jan. 20) 1
sponsored by East FTC at the
4
Certain activities will be
East Calloway Elementary from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
-111wFarisk Area had more friends? For the secret of
'activities by the Senior definitely out of order, others
y.get Ahloy's mew booklet: "How To Be Popular; School at seven p.m.
Citizens with monthly clean up prominently "in." Use good
re
---Tee-Ifeseirer Teo Old." Send Cl with a low,
et 14:30 am,lunch at noon, judgment. tortsider the total
entleididiressed, stamped (24 cents) envelope to Abby, 132
Girl Scout cookie sales will
picture
and band riractice at one p.m. guidance wiien Too-kin lcir
Lasky Drive. Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
be held at OtasCo, -Roses, and
AQUARIUS
National Stores from ten a.m.
, Shower for Mr. and Mrs. Jan. 21 to Feb. L9)
to three p m
Glenn West of Lynn Grove
Your planets auspicious. Be
who lost their home and on the lookout for good leads,
Sunday, April 23
new ventures with truly subHonors Day, annual event, contents by fire will be held stantial potential.
from six to nine p.m. at the
will be held at two p.m. in the
,PLSCES
Salem Baptist Church.
Student Center auditorium,
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Especially favored under
Murray
State
University'.
June 24-30
Wednesday, April 26
generally fine aspeets: medical
-Unetaitifftpere-TALES OF ROFFMAN,lettlefillHaiel -3enror -Citizens-will---and-scientific-rriatters;--seidy,
meet at the Hazel Community research, investigation.
Violin recital by Leroy
Cleveland Sympkeay-Blitel• Miller conducting at
YOU BORN TODAY are
Center at one p.m.
Thompson, Paducah, will
Blossom Rosie Cotter
extremely -ambitious and
begin at two p.m. in Farrell
Ladies day luncheon will be unusually versatile, especially
along scientific lines. Your
Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine
Chartangea Orchestra - tan Chinon Grand Prize winner
served at Murray Country keenness and sensitivity
to the
Arts Center, Murray State
Club at noon with Brenda needs and conditions of others,
University.
/Wee Keeley Players-TNE IMPIISS111.1 TUNS starring
Marquardt as chairman of the. give you fine equipment to be a
Paul Lynile
physician, where your intuitive
hostesses
recital
Tow as satIrdos hers transperratioa, twee, proninW-Finsir, rickety
by
Bass trombone
feeling for diagnosis and
dIparfsrumwsr, fear ha tipletreelas aail NINE mash
Louis George Bourgois III,
treatment would be invaluable.
You would also make an exPaducah, will begin at 3:30
CHICKEN LIVERS'
cellent nurse. Unlike many
the_Old_BaeitaLBall
--Chicken livers -offer-o-good-ottser Tani ewes, Totr -prefer-Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
The Cultural Tear
change
of pace for a meal science to art, although you
Murray State University.
Far Lands Travel &gem
that's quick and easy and . may take up the latter as an
Seven Eleven Main Street
love
ekeenlaletur
ote haond
r
ts kv
Calloway County Boosters requires little energy
Broileraloc'euldatimma.keYoaun
Murray, Kent:poky 42071
prepare.
The National
Club will meet at East
ticulturist or botanist. Traits to
Olt 71111-1111$0 or 153-4144 for irechures or iiiEle'rnentary School at two Council • says simply saute curb: obstinacy and jealous.
fermatiem
chichen
livers
in hot butter in oirthdate
p.m.
of:
William
a skillet over low heat for Shakespeare, poet.
about 10 minutes. Mushrooms •
Sunday, April 23 t •
Patty Smith, Owensbord; ,and or onions may be added if
desired. Turn often to brown
will present a trumpet recital
evenly and serve on toast
at 3:30 p.m. in the Farrell
1)LANI:KEATI
points or rice with the pan
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Recital Hall of the Price Doyle
Don't Forget—
1,041fiati
juices added. Don't overcook' Loyd Owen of Hazel Route
Fine Arts Center, Murray
!V Mt
Saturdays
the chicken livers: they should Two has been dismissed from
State University.
IANNIBAR
'• he brown outside and slightly the Western Baptist Hospital,
& Movies
Think beture you buy. It won't be much of a
pink inside, .
Paducark,
•
--OleedeneAPril 24
Are A Perfect
OHO
bargainifyour heating-and-tooling costs are as much
Creative'Arts Department.
Murray Woman's Club, will
Pair!
3 Big Weeks
eash monthly payment.
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the club
7 20 9 45 4- 2 30 Sut
house.
You can afford to spend more for a well:-insulated
- mobile home because
be paying less for heating
a %he lory• hem
Adult
Great
Books
adlowirs
•/
Discuanion
Group
will
meet
at
.
bet taste,
and cooling. Be sure to get a model with at least the
seven p.m. at the (Slipway
111
f f
minimum insulation standards for conventional homes
(:ourity Public Library.'
THE ONE
AND ONLY
— R-19 value in the ceiling and R-11 value under the
Recovery, Inc., Will meet at
the Calloway Health Center,
Clarif
floor and in walls.
North 7th and Olive Stteeta, at
Thru Thur.
When you go to.buy a mobile home, get a fully
severi pm),

Thinks Her Parents
Would Spoil Party

Our Chopped
Sirloin Meal si

dcrwatoa_
real steak

instead!

STOCKADE

-

CNAUTAUQui, NEW YORK
TM Cahill.TOUR

11111
ButHow Much
Will It Cost To
Heat And Cool?

1395"

-•

GOING OUT ,
OF BUSINESS

STOCK LIQUIDATION

20,9.05 • 2 34)Suti 1

EA/40ST

THE HERETIC
IMEE
Held Over

-41P-

30 ().,„

Mini-Workshop, ." mponiored
by Murray altmpferOdetional
Ser.taykriee Asiodatiaa, will
be at seven p.m- at
University Brice*, Bank of
Murray, with Dr. Constantine
Curris as speaker.
Life Saving 'Course by
American Red Creels will be at
State University Pool
at six p.m.

An Merchandise In Store
($pecial (Occasion, TO
121

re‘i

Morey,

04441,
1 10

aU

insulated --rnocibl, one that'll 'save you energy and.
dolrars every day.
-s

11:1West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
Matra -Ma field

If*

SO*.'J.

.Y
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KENTUCKY BUSINESS SCENE

Is the federal government
telling Kentucky cities like
Pikeville and counties like
Marshall that they no longer
have the right to seek
prosperous growth?

!eting will be
iome of Aim
iy 1 at sever

The question is being asked
in widening circles because of
a list of 23 Kentucky counties
and elties printed recently in
the Federal Register, the
Washington publication that
tells everything happening
under the federal sun. ..,,,

RATING
isier to grate
dien directly
igerator for
iding. That's
u use a hand
!i• or food

That simple list has led to
charges by leaders of the
Kentucky business community that the state is being
effectively forced into a "no
growth" pattern that will
prohibit expansion of even
some very small industries
now located here as Well as
preventing new industries
from locating in parts of
Kentucky.

NDUCTOR
it flavor from
id- for fish,
, melt butter,
d let stand for
hen brush the
th the butterie fat in butter
or conductor,
✓ itself adds

Other counties on the list are
Bell, Boone, Boyd, Campbell,
Daviess, Fayette, Greenup,
Henderson, Jefferson, Kenton,
McCracken, Muhlenburg and
Webster; other cities are
Corbin, Hazard, Henderson,
Louisa, Newport, Owensboro,
Richmond and Shepherdsville.
These localities have been
designated "non-attainment"
areas in various types of air
pollution, and are under strict
new federal limits on the
amounts of their allowable
industrial emissions.
Local officials in some of the
counties and cities have expressed alarm that industrial
expansion is being severely
limited in their-jurisdictions;
Chamber of Commerce
leaders have-blasted the •
"restrictiveness" of the
designations; Kentucky
corporate - officers such as

Both state officials and
lot of companies" in Kenspokestucky, especially th4g that business-industrial
is
there
agree
have coal-burning boilers or men
have painting processes as widespread misunderstanding
and rsonfusion about the new
part of routine activity. ..
While the, regulations regulations concerning air
permit companies to maintain pollution, and a series of
A non-attainment area is a pollution levels or emit some meetings are being held in
geographic
in additional pollution if they can various parts of Kentucky. to
area
which levels for various air "offset" that pollution by exchange information and to
pollutants exceed air quality other means .,-_,. _such as answer
questions. The
standards. Amendments to reducing emissions from other meetings are being variously
the Clean Air Act in August parts of a manufacturing sponsored by state govern1977 require each state to process ---1Y1f-R7Sk-COrieedes ment,' chambers'of commerce
designate these areas, -and_ that ,"someday, you're not and other business groups.
supporting
regulations going to have any more
But everyone agrees' that
prohibit the areas from in- growth" among 061Idding-.V.e'een this won't end the dispute
troducing new pollution business and industry, "when - that has evolved between the
without a greater decrease in offsets become practically business community's
pollution levels from existing impossible to attain."
charges that the regulations
soirees.
He also agreed that the new are a no-growth approach to
According to George .Risk, regulations will probably a system of federal land-use
chief of- Ake. entittel strategy -.---Mean some relocations of the- -centroli"as the state chamber
act:14m for the State Air new or expanded industries-to-- puts it, and the state's position
Pollution Control Board, the other parts of the state tha,t that theregulations are part of
non-attainment regulations don'thivellie non-atfainment an overall sir tegy of A-Ontrolled growth. . to clean up
will indeed apply "to a whole designation.
the air of the Commonwealth."
Ashland Oil's president are
saying the new law is
"causing serious problems"
and is -likely to stop construction of new plants or
plant expansions."

"I'm going to protect

y new automobile like
nobody's business!"

BEGINNING 50111 YEAR-The four Parker boys, left to right, David, James, Joe, and
John, will begin the 50th year of business in Murray for the Parker family on April 28.
David is the third generation of the Parker family to be with the firm that was started
by his grandfather, Hafford Parker, in April 1928 in Calloway County. Their business,
Parker Ford, Inc., is located at Seventh and Main Streets, Murray

;Center

business that was started by
The lour Parker boys, Joe,
their father and grandfather, James, John, and David,
Hafford Parker, 50 years ago. along with their efficient staff
The present modern office of sales people, mechanics in
building, show room, and 'all types of garage work, body
garage were built at the south- men, clean up men, office
west corner of Seventh and personnel, etc, continue to
Main Streets in 1945 about nine serve the people of Murray,
years before the present third Calloway County, and the
generation member, David, entire Purchase area with the
was born.'Since that time the same calibre of business and
business has expanded to add efficiency that was started by
the used car sales lot and their father, the late Hafford
modern office building on the Parker, in 1928.
southeast corner of Main and
Seventh Streets. Their modern
car lot just south of the
main building
garage is designed to show the--tiamed
latest in styles of cars and
trucks of the Ford dealership
in Murray.
Jerri Andrews, former
district manager for Weight
Loss Medical Center, has been
named general manager of
the Memphis Centers according to Larry Shairrnan,
Money makes deferred
Lou-Mem
president of
payments and savings
Xiide1átèiho1re 01 the
possible. Without money
firm's franchise.
it would not be possible
A graduate of Murray State
to "buy now, pay later
University Andrews began her
nor to save a portion of
career with Weight Loss
current income for
Medical Centers as Supervisor
future
some
at
spending
Boyd
Bill
by
of Nursing in October of 1977.
time.
• i)
Formerly of Evansville.
Save for future vacations, for education, for,
Indiana, she is the daughter of
retirement, for anything, with perfect safety.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse L. Johnson
Open a savings account with us.
of Murray, and is currently
working -toward a Master of
Science degree in nursing
MY.
MURRAY
from the University of Tennessee.

It was 50 years ago this
.month, April of 1928, when the
late Hafford Parker opened
his garage and car sales in
Calloway County.
Now 50 years later with the
third generation member,
David Parker, the Parker
family is still in, the garage
and car sales business at itiC
modern garage, show room,
offices, and used car sales at
the corners of Seventh and
Main Streets extending southward almost to Poplar Street,
by the firm name of Parker
Ford Inc.
Ther-threts- brothers, Joe,
James, and John Parker, and
now with James' son, David,
added to the executive staff,
continue to operate the

PEOPLES BANK

)1,
•

of a
nuch

cost of building schools, roads,
hospitals and other , public
works in Kentucky would be
higher than it is now,;; David
Silver, president of .the Institute,'said today.
Long-term borrowing by
local governments throughout
the United States last year
jumped over 30 percent to a
new record. Such as rapid
increase would normally have
meant an increase in
borrowing costs through
higher interest rates.
_Yet_ ttarting the year, Jongterm • interest rates on
municipal bonds fel) from 5.83
pe
c rncte not
thrpep
eerracedesevnetnntti onda5.366peroe
inrepresenting
terest saving to tax payers.
The decline was due partly to
rapid
wth
municipal bond funds, which
have extended the opportunity
to invest in municipal bonds to
many investors who did not
previously aye easy access to
this sophisticated form of
investment.
Last year 24 munici01 bond
hinds bought bonds issued by
the, State of Kentucky and

of the country who would have
local governments within the
been unaware of the -61)-..
state.
They
included
portunities for investing in
Louisville Water System,
Kentucky Turnpike Authority, _Kentucky can now do so with
confidence." Silver said.
Kentucky Housing Cor"They can do this because
poration and Lexington Center
they can buy mutual funds
Corporation.
which minimize the risk- by
During the year municipal
spreading- their investments
bonds totalling $640 -million
and which are run by
were issued in the state.
Professional money managers
Municipal bond funds' pool
who study the bond market
the money of investors and
full time. Municipal bond
buy an average of 40 or more
funds have proved to be a
tax-exempt bogs. They pass
breakthrough for both inon interest free- of federal
vestors and loCal governtaxes to shareholders.--For a typical Married
couple with a taxable income ,
of $20,000 to $24,000, a 5 11 r
percent rate of interest free of
federal'taxes in equivalent to
8.1 percent. With a taxable
income of $32,00to $36,000, it Is
equaTio 9.5 percent.
There are now 35 municipal
bond funds with over BY,000
shareholders and assets of $2.5
billion. They own municipal
bonds and draw their
shareholders froth all over the United States.
-This means that investors
of moderate means in all parts

A 1977 advertising program
developed for the Master
Charge credit card in the
midwest area that includes
west Kentucky has won the
international
highest
marketing award of its kind
from the Interbank Card
Association.
Interbank, the parent
company of Master Charge
world.
throughout
the
presents the Silver "i" Award
elteh year to only oneof the 250
eligible Master Charge plans
in the international Interbank
Food shoppers in Calloway
system.
County will get their first look
The award was presented at at a new kind of supermarket
Interbank's annual meeting in this Sunday, 8 a. m., April 23,
San Diego recently to Credit when Kroger has the Grand
Systems Incorporated, the St. Opening of its new 26,000
Louis-based operating center square foot superstore at 650
for Master • Charge, which Central Shopping Center,
developed the campaign. The Highway 641 North. .
campaign . utilized television
James Wallace, manager of
cOmmercials and outdoor
-the wew -store,-said-aeveralboards while Making direct
new and exciting departments
reference to the competitive
had been added to the existing
advantage of Master Charge
store, including a large
James Wallace
over the other national charge
delicatessen, an in-store
many special
featuring
cards.
bakery, flowet shoppe, in- - bargains in all departments as
The campaign's theme was,
ternational foods department,
well . as free drawings for
"Nothing's Changed With
just to name a few. bicycles and televisions.
Us," and the Award cited the
The store's delicatessen will
program as being "direct,
provide a variety of luncheon
lard-hitting and memorable
meats,sausages and prepared
... the,speed with which the foods of all kinds, ready to
campaign was =tinted was
take home. The bakery will
impressive ... and the feature dozens of kinds of
graphics themselves, ef- pastries and cakes and bakery
fective!"
employees will provide
specially decorated cakes and
other party needs for any.
occasion.
T. Grand opening celebrations
bozin Sunday,8 a.m., April 23,

lated
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Insurance.
4111110---Ask-us-abouL
elfS th g best
combination
of price,
protection,
and service.

fully
and

•

Joni Andrews
General
Manager Of Frim

WASHINGTON, D. C. —
Through a new type of mutual
fund thousands of additional
investors throughout the
country are helping finance
public projects like utilities,
highways and pollution
control in Kentucky. Their
investments total over 279
million according to the Investment Company Institute,
the • national association of
mutual funds.
These
investors
are
shareholders in municipal
txunimutuatfunds which buy
bonds issued by states,
counties and cities. "Without
this new source of capital, the

a:1M_

From Gravel Trucks
To Service
Pick-Ups
The Best Protection
Comes From Us,

Free Estimates
Best Quotes In Taint!

We at the

offer our
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JFK Asassination Revisited
Like Banquo's famous ghost,
What emerges is a fascinating between
the
intelligence
-the -assassination -ef - Reesident-- testriptioli
-servicesoithe-Ueited States-81M
John F. Kennedy will not rest; it month-to-month recapitulation
the Soviet Union. • continues to haunt the nation, of his life leading up to the
For. years after the deaths of
More than 100 books have been assassination. His activities
Kennedy and Oswald in Dallas,
published on the subject, as well have never been pieced together
the pulling and hauling between
as thousands of newspaper and so fully.
the two espionage networks
magazine articles. As recently
Instead of an unhinged loner concentrated around Oswald's
as last year, a Gallup poll shooting the president of the
connection with the KGB while
indicated an astonishing 81 United States, as the world
in the Soviet Union. Central to
, percent of Americans believed
would infer from the Warren' this drama was a Soviet citizen,
the assassin, bee Harvey
Commission; we see Oswald as a - Yuri Nosenko, who presented
Oswald, conspired with others to
highly intelligent, purposeful , himself to the CIA in Geneva as a
mtirder President Kennedy.
young man and a dedicated defecting KGB agent.
. Now, in the 15th year Since
Nosenko's mission, Epstein
.Communist who engaged in
-that epochal event shook the
persuadesus, was tn_convince
espionage even-,as an. enlisted_
. -World, a new. aktUlmportant
the
American
government that,
Marfne during the. late 1950s
.
book, -*`LEGEND,--The -Seeret
,..._ while stationed at I setrifIT.S.- -despite -all-the evidence to tkeOswald,
World Of Lee Harvey
Contrary, Oswald
had
no
Edward Jay Epstein, has airbase at Atsugi, Japan. . ' /
connections whatsoever with the.
It was from Atsugi that the
been .published under - the
KGB. Nosenko's own KGB
auspices of the Reader's Digest famous U-2 plane took off. for
flights
over connection was so full of
and is being distributed by surveillance
60M munist China and the Soviet contradictions that-- the CIA
McGraw Hill.
In, it, Epstein presents some Union. Indeed, Epstein makes a: placed him-in- cOnfinement for
.
fresh and startling insights convincing case that Oswald, several years in a vain attempt
iibout_ Oswald, -iveseeeet-ftut oe_____aflgt.hedefected-to-Russia_izt.the
A disturbing
tens of thousands of ,pages of—autumn of 1959, provided vital
intelligence material id the Information about the U:I's Convulsion that has shaken the
Watergate
ionanirchives that his been flight • made available by the Freedom permitted the Soviets,,.:- after era is that Nosenko has been
numerous failures, to bring rehabilitated. Indeed, he is now
of Information act,
down
the U-Z ziloted by.Francis- -a CIA consultant at
per
-E-ven diore important, he has
Powers.
Gary
, year; his CIA accuser's have all
reCorded
completely
new
By The Associated Press
•Thus, it is.astpnishing to learn been purged, according to
information gleaned from more
Today is Saturday, April 22, the 11.16
day of 1978. There are 253 days left In
than 400 personal interviews that Oswald, who singlehandedly Epstein. We are told those who
the ye
isSe-d- -0S.-WAITS-Setivilet and
- during a t*o-year.. period with overthreW---The—
Today's highlight in history:
members of U.S. intelligence administration tv, murder; vikr- Cubafr ronneetions now hold the
On this date in 1898, the first shot of
agencies and persons who had :probably responsible for the reins at _the_CIA—This, seems a.
the Spanish-American War was fired
most
stunning
single episode 'measure of how things have been
close contact with Oswald, some
when the U.S.& Nashville captured a
Dr. James Byrn of Murray was
Library Week.
•
di'Whom: hilisfe Atevier been during the Eisenhower years. turned inside out in Washington.
Spanish marehsht ship off Kay West,
---•,
named president of the Kentucky
Jessie Shoemaker of Murray But for all the new information
questioned before. In 'short, the
A bizarre postscript to this
Fla..
•
Association
Optometric
close
at
of
the
presided
meetingthe
district
of
at
the
book closes some of -the about Oswald, the book's book was the shooting death of
On this date:
the annual convention held in
Business and Professional Wornen's
In 1541, St. Ignatius de Loyola was
greatest value is its insight into the Russian-porn _ George _ De
numerous gaps left by.
Louisville.
Club held at the Murray Woman's Club
elected first head of the Jesuit religious
the deadly international struggle Mohrenschildt,
Warren Commission.
Mystery man
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
House.Special music was by Mrs. A.L.
order.
involved with four intelligence
Garland on Kirksey Route Two was Bailey, soloist, and Miss Lillian WalIn 1793, the United States proclaimed
destroyed by -fire this morning. Last ters, pianist. Eleven clubs were
agencies as well , as 'Oswald
n% hi
aupin
its neutrality in a war between France
night a stock barn, corn crib, and dairy represented.
during the time preceding the
and Britain.
barn on the farm of Larry Frazier,
Elected as officers of the Home
-assassination.
One
spring
day in
,4 Column of historical and genealogical
In 118E, thousands of homesteaders
Kirksey, were destroyed by-fire;
Department 'of the Murray Woman's. swarmed into the
1976 M Dallas, Mohrenschildt
Oklahoma Territory
arterdotei. stories andiantelv notes.) '
The Murray Art Guild has a display
Club were Mrs. John Stamps, Mrs. I. H:
and staked out land.
was found with his head blown
et the. Murray-Calloway County Key, Mrs. Noel MefuRitt. and
MrikrW-1------u_ists,--the-Grnranan.-Aimy---umed
off,. apparently by a self-inflicte.d
_Library—in-Jabseevanize .oLNatIoal Lockhart,
rst- Uw in World- _
shotgun blast, during a lunch
Wan.
,
break in an interviewy With
40
In 1964, the second World's Fair in
Epstein. •
-New
York in 25.years opened.
_ •
Jr., Mrs. Ted ,Clack, Mrs. Edwin
This shooting prompts one to • Gale Douglass, Ann Douglass,
In 1971, Haiti's
advertising. He placed signboarcis at
Francois
After the colt:Stint-am recently on
Larson,
Frank
Dibble,
Mrs.
Dianne Elkins, Frankie Erwin, Sandra
Duvalier, died, and his son, Jeanthe FOrKi- Gang and Gasta.le-Rock, I crossroads _throughout the arts reflect on another and more
Edward
F.
Brunner,
and
Mrs.
A.
W.
,vans.
FA__Witia_14.4. Carolyn 1_10114,
- Ty-LarryClaude Duvalier, was nworia r,as
_e
the
received several comments from, directing _travelers over his goocT roads remit"one. Pornographe
Russell: Harold Hutt; Dan Parker,Dan Roberts,
new
Flynt was gunned down a month
to Ford's Ferry. He also placed cards in
readers. Aractig one of :these' Was an
Mr.
and Mrs. G. ft. Searfos announce
and
ddie
Wells
are
Murray
High
--Ten years ago! The United States, the ,
taverns for miles around and was soon ago in Georg,ia, and remains
article done several years a& by Hall
the approaching marriage.., of their
School Seniors named to the National
Soviet
getting most of the business. ,
Union: and 42 other nations
Allen,entitled "Mystery of James Ford
alive
barely
daughter, Sondra Joan, to aeries
from wounds. Flynt
Honor Society.
'1 signed a treaty for international
His two sons,Philip and WIlliarn were had offered $1 million for
Still Exists '" 'He commented that
Dunn Scarborough, son of Mr. and Mrs.
cooperation in rescuing any astronaut
Deaths reported include Benjamin
suspected. along with their father, of
Ford's Landing on the Ohio River had
H. M. Scarborough.
Information solving the Kennedy
forced to earth outside his own national
, Franklin Harwood, age 57.
being members of the local outlaw
been on navigation maps from as long
Murray
High
School
beat
Murray
band. Both of them died in Crittenden assassination and, moreover,
territory.
Elected as new officers of the Murray
ago as 1872 and was still shown on some
Training School in baseball with Pugh
Five years ago: The Associated
(then Livingston County and the last issue of his now-defunct
County
Parent-Teacher
School
High
today.
as pitcher for Murray High and Henson
were given "decent burials" in a little
Los Angeles Free Press was
Press
Association were Mrs. William Nall,
announced development of a
From this column I quote the
and Wallace for Murray Training.
cemetery on the Old Ford Place.
revolutionary new system of photo
devoted to a sensational expose
following •
transmision by wire using laser beams.
On Philip's gravestone- were the of that event.
The name of James Ford was one
One year ago: Political violence
words: -To the memory of Phillip Ford
that would get you a log of arguments
Whether there is some
increased
in Pakistan, and at least ten
who was born November 25th, 1800 and
around Salem and Struthland There
School
composed
of
June Fartey, Irene
Murray State College has been
grotespie linkage. between
people were reported killed when police
departed this life November 22nd,
were those who claimed that he was one
Jewell,
and
Rosemary
Lax,
received
a
4-H
District
the
selected as the site for
fired on anti-government demonstra1831." William's epitaph was more Flynt, hit attempted murder,
of the outlaws that operated there for so
Club Camp to be held August 24 to 28 for superior rating at the ,Regional Music
andthe
Kennedy
assassination
tors in Karachi.
sort
of
pictured
as
a
him
complete
and
many years. Others would insist that
Festival
held
at
Murray
State
College
8Ccounties,
twelve West Kentucky
Today's birthdays: Violinist Yehudi
• cl.swasalast-abieling citizen who _ _Robin Hood of Western Kentucky back- may never be known. But it is no
and
is entitled to enter the state contest.
cording to FL B. Gibson, district 4-H
Menuhin is 62_years old. Actor Eddie
woods. It said: --"To-the meme-ty OT more itril5Ms-ible than th-echased away any highwayman who
-Art
appearing
editorial
in
Murray
leader.
Club
Albert is 70.
William M. Ford, who departed this life strange web of international
appeared in the community. Nobody
Ledger & Times and written by W. P.
Thought for today: Excellent things
1832,
November
aged
of
3rd
day
on
the
can be sure who was wrong and who
The First United Methodist Church
Williams, publisher, has been published
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Murray State's tennis team, inching closer to a 20-win
season, upped its record to an impressive 18-6 Friday af.
ternoon with a 7-2 OVC home win over Tennessee Tech.
- The Racers, hosting a weekendquadrangular, will play
Louisvillejhis nioptign before hosting Fort
...Campbell-at 2:30
p. m,this afternoon.
Against Tech, the Racers wonlitursgtat shigles'matdmis
and swept the doubles.
The losses came at one and at four. Ragnar Felix fell 3-6,26 at number one to Tech's Craig Heinrich while at four, Roger
Berthiaiune lost in split sets, falling 5-7, 6-2 and 34 to Mike
Price. •
In the other singles, Jan Soegaard won 3-6,4-4 and 7-8 (5-2
tiebreaker) at number two over Peter Neufeld; Chris
Leonard won 6-2, 8-2 at three over Bob Spillman; Jeff Leeper
won 6-2, 6-0 at five over Rod Humphrey, and at six, Tom Lie won a 6-3, 6-1 match over Charlie Jaming.
In an extremely well-played doubles match, Felix-Lie won
a 5-3 tie-breaker in the first set over Heinrich-Spillman then s
in the second set, lost 4-6. But in the third set, Felix-Lie won
another tiebreaker, 5-1, to take the match..
Soegaard-Berthiaume won 6-1, 6-3 at two over NeufeldPrice while at three, Leonard-Leeper won 6-2, 6-2 over Humphrey-Jansing:
The Racers will play at Austin Peay Monday.
Tennis fans will want to mark next Friday and Saturday-onthe Calendar. With the victory over Tech, the Racers ncnr, stand at 5-1 in pvc play. Memphis State will be here and of
course, playing number one singles is former Murray High
standout Mel Purcell,son of MSU coach Bennie Purcell.
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--IAff AT THIRD — Arad Taylor slides in safely at third base as Keith Edwards of tbo takers put
the bell down for the tog. Runners were on at first and second when the Tigers pulled a double
steamed the bell went into loft to score a rye and Taylor wooed up 011 third.
(Stuff Pietas by Ma Inoiss)
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By MIKE!MANDRIL... • played
since
Monday, scored four unearned runs.
Barrow walked, stole second,
the Keadall.started.the game with
Ledger it Times Sports EllIthr, .managed eight. tinewas wild pitched to third and
swiping
after
and
a
single
the
game while the Lakers finally
If Scott Barrow can find
on, an error by Ter
scored
same control from 60 feet and found their hitting eyes and second, scored when Bill
baseman Mickey
second
single:
a
rifled
Wilson
six inches as he has from 127 touched Kendall for four hits.
Spann.
After a walk to Bob ThurKendall, keeping the Lakers
feet, the Calloway County
Murray made it 7-I in the
High School baseball team off stride with a sharply-break man and a fly out by Brad
and coidd have made it
fifth
curve, sent down 10 batters on TaylOr;''Ttger- catcher John
will be in good shape.
much
more had not the Lakers
down
slow
roller
a
hit
Denham
Playing perhaps the finest strikes and showed fine
oome up with a fine play.
EdKeith
but
third
toward
Barrow__
„just
career,
walked
his
be
of
control as
game
David Stripling smacked a
rifled down three Murray three. One of the Laker runs wards of the Lakers couldn't
single ahdwas on first
two-run
pull the trigger and everyone
High batters trying to steal _. •was earned.
,
out when Alan Gibbs
one
with
After
Cherry
Dean
was
safe.
second base. However, the
Meanwhile, Lapiter
hit a wicked shot to freshman
to
choice
fielder's
into
a
hit
weren't
Rogers
arms
rest of the Laker
righthander Craig
ripped shortstop James Bynum who
control score a run, Alan
as accurate and Murray High struggled
with
for made the stab- and fired to
center
into
single
two-run
a
win
10-2
whiff
a
came away with
problems. He had robe
first for the inning-ending
4-0-lead.
a
Friday afternoan in chilled but walked 13 batters and that,
the
fifth
also
provided
Gibbs
be
along with errors, proved to
Holland iltadium.
run for Murray when in the top - The Tigers upped the lead to
Neither team exactly tore his undoing
the _third, he cannoned a 114 ht- Use- sigth with a run
six.....0(
though
- Calloway committed
the cover off the ball,
being Walked in while in the
Murray- did put. a few more errors in the game as Rogers--WS shat into the leftcenter
last of the sixth, the Lakers
up
and
wound
alley
power
the
did
gave up only three earned
s- dents in the ball than
scored their second and final
'
Denham
scoring
with a triple,
Lakers who were held hitless runs:
run on a single by Keith Eda
on
fielder's
had
reached
who
Tiger
The Laker set the tone for
through three innings by
wards.
righthander Thomas Kendall. their defensive genie in the choice.
Kendall slapped a tiVQ11111The •Lainale4inkeweattie
The Tiget16„sabe_hed •.not_. toP4I-the first as Murray High
_*114ein the W)aithe seventhend the
for the .Tigrs
scoring'. - •
Calloway County, which will
play -two today with South

nibbs

k

Hopkins, drops to 24 on the
season. The doubleheader will
get underway at 1 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Park.
The tigers improve their
record to an impressive 6-1
and will play at Paducah
Tilghman Monday.
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Fenway Park Cozy To Boston,
Sox WinOriolesEdge Royals
over the Cleveland Indians.
By BERT ROSENTHAL
"The Red Sox can hit, really
AP Sports Writer
Bostors!s cozy Fenway Park they can hit," Cleveland
often has been referred to as Manager Jeff Tarborg said
admiringly _atter__Boston's
The compact stadium, with marauders continued their
its short left field and right -remarkable bombardment of
field foul lines and its 33,502 rival pitchers.
In the seven-game home
seating capacity — the
smallest in the major leagues skein, the Red Sox have
— has been extremely friendly produced 60 runs, an average
for the Red Sox, who have of more than eight per game,
played seven games at home blasted 11 homers and
collected 92 hits, more than 13
— and won them all.
The latest victory — ex- per game.
In other American League
tending their overall winning
streak tocight games — came games, the Baltimore Orioles
Friday night, a 9-7 trii,unph edged the Kansas City Royals
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2-1, the Milwaukee Bcewers
whipped the New York
Yankees 9-2, the California
Angels defeated the Minnesota Twins 3-2, the Oakland
A's downed the Seattle
Mariners 5-3, and the Chicago
White Sox trounced the
Toronto Blue-Jays 11-2.
One game — Texas at
Detroit — was postponed
because of inclement weather.
Orioles 2, Royals 1
The -combined five-hit
pitching ,ot Jim Palmer and
Don Stanhouse 'enabled
Baltimore to snap Kansas
City's winning streak at eight.
Palmer, after throwing 121
pitches in eight innings on a
cold, blustery night in
Baltimore, asked • Manager
Ear, Weaver to replace him.
The victory was Palmer's
ninth in a row since last
August.
Brewers 9, Yankees 2
Milwaukee tagged New
York's Ed Figueroa for eight
runs in the fifth inning, the last
two on a homer by Ben
Oglivie, - in :beating the
defending- ehampions-for- the
third time in three games this
season. Jim Wohlford and Don
Money also drove in two runs
in the decisive fifth — the
biggest inning by any team
against the Yankees in four
years.
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Angels 3, Twins 2
California, in handing
Minnesota its fifth straight
setback, snapped a 1-1 tie with
two runs in the sixth on Don
Ron
homer,
Baylor's
Jackson's double and Dave
Chalk's RBI single. Don Aase
and Dave LaRoche held the
Twins to six hits. Dave Goltz,
a 20-game winner last year,
suffered his third loss without
a victory this season.
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Joe Morgan-Cincy Loses; Astros Top LA
BY KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer'
Joe Morgan was perfect.
even if his Cincinnati
teammates weren't.
Win or lose, the Reds can
usually expect an infallible
fielding performance from
their nifty second baseman —
and he didn't let them down
Friday night.
the inOnce again
destructible Morgan Was
perfect as he handled five
chances cleanly against the
San Francisco Giants to set a
major league record of 90
straight errorless games at
second base.
Unfortunately, the Reds
didn't have any hitting to go
along with Morgan's flawless
fielding and as a result lost a 30 decision to the Giants.
Morgan's accomplishment
broke the old record of 89
consecutive games set by the
Baltimore Orioles' Jerry
Adair in 196445. Morgan did
ITI1521 OtThe worforttie

spectacular streak last year.
when he tied the major league
mark for least errors in a
season with five. That record
put more pressure on him than
his latest one, he says.
Elsewhere in the National
League, the Houston Astrus
beat the Los Angeles Dodgers
8-6; the Chicago Cubs blanked
the New York Mets 5-0 and the
San Diego Padres routed the
Atlanta Braves 9-3. Two
games were rained out -Philadelphia at Montreal and
St. Louis at Pittsburgh.
was
Morgan
While
establishing a major league
mark for efficiency, the
usually hardhitting Reds were

U Of I Signs Brown

being
InC tnree-nll.
pitching of Bob Knepper.
Knepper struck out 10
batters in winning a pitcher's
duel with Tom Seaver, who
allowed two hits over seven
innings.
Astrot 8, Dodgers6
Joe Ferguson slammed a
three-run homer in the eighth
inning and Houston pulled off
a triple play in the ninth to
beat Los Angeles.
The Dodgers had gone
ahead in the seventh 6-5, but
relief pitcher Bobby Castillo
walked Jose Cruz and Bob
Watson to lead off the Houston
eighth. Ferguson then hit his
fourth homer of the season

Ashland Stakes Today
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API —
Invaders from California and
Canada led a field of 10 threeyear-dick, for the $02,350
Ashland Stakes at Keeneland
today.
- if allItt-started,the ruming
was the richest.of the Ashland,
with $40,572.50 to the winner,
$195 better than taken home
by Sound of Summer last
Spring.
The California invader was
Grenzen, the terror of her age
and sex at Santa Anita this
the
won
season. She
Pasadena, Santa Ynez and
Santa Susana stakes before
being beaten by a nose April 5
in the La Habra Stakes.
came
Canada
From
L'Alezane, that' country's
horse of the Year last season.
She won the Alcibiades Stakes
last fall, then easily scored in
a 7-furlong allowance last
week.

Colt League
Meeting Set
For Tuesday

SteakePizza
N. 12th Street

_
and second against his former
teammates.
Cubs 5, Mets0
- Dave Kingman slugged a
three-run homer and rookie
Dennis Lamp earned his first
major league victory with a
four-hitter, leading Chicago
past New York. Kingman's
second homer of the year
came on a 3-2 pitch from Craig
Swan and highlighted Ai jourrun rally in the sixth inning.
Lamp walked three and struck
out one in pitching his first
complete game in the majors.
Padres 9, Braves 3
Gaylord-Perry's RBI dent:der
highlighted a two-run, sixthinning rally which snapped a
2-2 tie and sparked San Diego.
over Atlanta.
Perry, who had been to the
plate officially only twice
since the 1971 season, when he
was with the San Francisco
Giants, also had another
double and a single to help
lead the Padres' attack. His
second &fibre knbcked in a
run for San Diego in a four-run •
eighth.

A's 5, Mariners 3
Gary Alexander slugged a
solo homer and triggered a
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
two-run inning with a single, Wiley Brown, a 6-forit-Thi, 229helping surprising Oakland
pound forward and center.
win its ninth game in 12 from Sylvester, Ga., has
was
decisions. Seattle
signed a national basketboll
scoreless with only four hits
letter of intent with the
An organizational meeting
before breaking through for
University of Louisville, a of 11113 Colt League will be bele'
four hits arid three runs in the, -school spokesman says.
$t 7 p. m. Tuesday
ninth.
Brown averaged 4.9 points
Ths..meeting will be at the
his
lead
23.1
to
and
2
rebounds
Ineurance and Real
Jays
Wilson
Blue
11,
White Sex
--The White Sox battered four Worth County High Scheel • 'rettIte- OffIce across from this
oronta packer, for 17 hit. team in both categtirtes lmt -Murray ?oat
All parents of 15 and 16including tioib-run homers by stem,iffseri he was named '0
League
all-state
Georgia's
team
Celt
Soderholm
YIKt-old
'Eric
('het lenion,
"Wiley fills a definite need prospects are urged to attend
-and Btll Nahorodny....„ Chet
lemon, hitting a robust .444, that we have at U of I, in the the meeting.
The league has openings for.
had three hits, drove In three he is a strong reboundet
Deer
said
Louisville
Coach
while
twice,
managers and coaches Also,
runs and scored
e league plans to hold a
Junior Moore also collected Crum."He has tbesiotentia,
ln
an
eaf
excellent
be
player
three
tèurney at the end of the
three hits and scored
-system." StUTTMOr 11131111067--111114'
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Exposure

KEY NIT — The hie Mt la the fenr-ran first inning for Murray High was this two-nn slight•
the bat of Also Glios. Mobilise the left side of the picture.
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With A Complete
Breakfast Menu
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Daily Lunch Plate
Specials
including Meat
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With Every Brecrkfcrs
April 20 thru April 27

, 5:00 a.m. til 11:00 a.m.

*Come on in and enjoy
breakfast & lunch from our
New Menus or order your
favorites from our Regular

Menu*

DON'T LET HIGH INSURANCE
COSTS PUT A DAMPER ON
YOUR SUMMER FUN!!
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*Motorcycle
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with
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.
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'rhisisthe time of year when can whip anybody in the Department of Fish and
is
Resources
a ciumpar, hiker or fisherman family when he gets to weigh Wildlife
will
be
permit
a
and
requirtd,
Ws
about
25
and
powida —
most likely to encounter
--- —.granted oaly for thostaniquas
yak tem 'animals in the
raised-1n- takerr during the open season
—Woods. The ftrat
many instances, is a desire to captivity can seldon be sue- for that particular species
Without a permit, the
"adopt" the baby skunk, cessfully returned to the
raccoon, fawn or whatever. wilds, presenting their owners animal is subject to conBut the best course of ac- with the problem of what to do fiscation and the owner can be
tion, according to Joe Brune, with an unmanageable adult fined. A conservation officer,
fish and wildlife's director of 'fox, raccoon, skunk or deer. upon application for a permit,
game management,is to leave Often the animal must be will check to see if the animal
baby animals, even those destroyed, since it is almost was obtained legally and-if the
seemingly !'erplianed," where impossible to get zoos to ac- facilities for keeping it are
sanitary and of adequate size. .
wild pets.
—____..
they are: .
Then there's the.ppablan aj,„,,,The officer- will -esti make' -Although this advice may at
first glance seem .. hard disease. Wild animals can periodic-checks to make sure
hearted, it is actually kinder carry and transmit to man the animal is being well care
in the long run for both the several diseases, the most fel%
-•
So for both animals and
animal and the human in- serious of which is rabies.
_
Often, an animal which allows people, the best course of
volved, Brune says.
In the first place, the baby itself to be captured is action is to leave wildlife in =7---animal may not be orphaned deseased, and any animal the wilds. Although the tinat all. A fawn, for example, which does not show a normal- Pulse to adopt a wild creature
that seems all alone in the big fear of man or displays signs— can be great, it's better to
woods probably has an of distress should be left-. enjoy birtLt and - animals in
their natural surroundings
anxious mother waiting strictly alone:
Skunks are particularly instead of subjecting -bath
nearby, but-she will not show
herself whiles human isin the dangerous, since theycan them and you to unnecessary
• carry the rabies virus for six ..-Ilexdfalale•
"-*
vicinity.
•
The eara--and-feedbitet*AW___eight Mc/MU: beake
_
— young animal is demanding symptoms appear. Even a
nd complicated, and most of skin* bought Then a pet
_rthose taken from the wild will store and certified diseasedie unless they are given the free could OptijOk, rabies
The leopard,once supposed
, -expert care that only a- -,-ttionths tatiWit- TuirehaSetT--*Tet be a cross between the.liOnSkunks and foxes probably. and panther, takes its name '
knowledgeable person can
- represent the most common from two words — leo,
provide.
_
An if the animal doea ,reservoirs for rabies in ,the meaning lion, and pardua,
vary' e past infancy, other wilds, although virtually all meaning panther.
prnblPres arise. Unlike dogs or mammals are capable of
cats, which have been carrying this disease and
The Blue Whale
domesticated for centuries, transmitting it to man. The largest animal that -bal,ever.. .
wild animals seldom lose-their danger of rabies, by itself, is lived on land or sei.
"wild" nature-An adult deer, reason enough to leave
particularly a-beek, can be wildlife in the woods.
galiniandere. a tail
Finally, there's the legal throughout their lives. Frogs
extremely dangerous and a
'raccoon, even one raised in aspect. To keep wildlife as and toads only have a tail
the house, starts thinking %he pets, a permit from the, during the tadpole stage.

I/Lrnold L. Mitchell, who has Management as manager of
been comissioner of the the Ballard Co. Wildlife'
Itesitucky Department of Fish Management. Area ( WM A
and Wildlife Resources since and was named director of
August 16, 1971, plans to end a game management less than
28-year career with the two years later. He held that
department by retiring in past until his appointment as
Mitchell, who became commissioner in 1971.
_ on
the • During his tenure as the
retirement of Minor Clark, department's . chief ad*111 be45 years old the month ministrative officer, Mitchell
of his retirement and an- saw many improvements in
rioainced his plans to the its operation, including
Kentucky Fish and Wildlife upgraded equipment, training
Flebources Commission at its and salaries for conservation
March meeting. The new officers (COs, approval of
commissioner will begin his construction plans for a
duties August 1, The com- department office building at
mission is requiring ap- the Game Farm (construction
plIcants- to -tad& a --college isexpeeted to begin in the_next
the
weeks) and
degree and have five years of few
administrative or supervisory- acq,ui,sition of two major
experience in fish and wildlife.* WMAs and several other
management or a closely smaller parcels of wildlife
related natural resources habitat. Under Mithcell's
field. Applications, with leadership, the department
resumes,should be sent to Dr has carried on programs
James C. Salato, Chairman, leading to a marked increase
Kentucky- Fish and Wildlife in the status of Kentucky's
- Resources Commission,592 E. deer herd and the blossoming
Main St,Frankfort,Ky. 40601. of waterfowl hunting in the
Dufg- -Mrtne/Ts
Mitchell was hired by the
department as a farm game tenure, the department
biologist August 12. 1949, theil constructed the state's first
was named regional super- fish hatchery, established an
:ateor in the Eighth Wildlife environmental section and
l'illatrict in July, 1953. Two reorganized the Division of
rs later Mitchell rejoined Fisheries into sevendistricts.
Divisioo of Game each with a full-time biologist

It

Some of the most popular
canOeing.,,waters -Of the
--Southeasterstates are
kirstie Wilde and Paul Ryan. hosts of the -Of A nicrica's
television show 'on
described in a new booklet,
locationclurine the recent filming uf-- the pilot program in the BI„Sutareacof California.
- "Where to Canoe," produced
Kir.stie is holding a Sea Otter skull ea her hand; the major no+, subject for the show.
by the Canoe Manufacturers
KirFrie end Paul are-network-quality new-scitsterk-foc-i(RON-r,. in:San_Francisco.
Committee of the Boating
Industry Associations.
^
frecaiew Sport,Club
s
•
_
layregar-hook imam
The 16-page booklet lists 94
canoeing waters X_
Georgia, South Carolina,
North Carolina, Virginia,
West Virginia, Maryland and
state
Each
Delaware.
segment. begins with a map
indicating and numbering the
each
BASSET1', NEB.—The wail other natural resources. Dr. are
and
concern
the waterways,
of
of coyotes at each end of the John Gottschalk. Executive ,professional fisheries and waterway is described by
deep wooded canyon, the purr Vice President, International wildlife manager. Thousands mileage from head waters to
of the wild turkeys as they Association of Fish and of
important--research finish, type of waters
prepare to fly into the night's Wildlife
AgnecievIAFWA
projects are underway every (whitewater or flat), point of
roost, the sudden warm breeze has announced the formation day of the year to help us orgin,
points,
access
that sweeps over the prairie of
a
new
non-profit protect these priceless and proximity to cities and towns
hillside just at sunset, the educational foundation to be irreplaceable natural and highligtiting any scenic,
orange moonrise over the - known as A. W. A. R. E. --- resources. We think the recreational and historical
meandering Niobrara River. American's
Wildlife American Public deserves to features.
These and more are all part of Association -for Resource know- about this important
_"Tlie 'Where to Canoe'
America's wild resources. Education.
work so that they can better guide is just one key to the
Protecting, managing and
The IAFWA is competed-of anderstand the realistic wonderful world of canoeing—
a back-to-nature world of
prepetuating this scene is the our 50
state fish and wildlife problerae--4md opportunities
work of the professional
solitude, peace and quiet, of
face
that
their
state
and
departments, the Canadian
wildlife
breathtaking rapids and
and
fisheries Provinces and
Mexico. federal natural resource
managers arid their staffs
chutes,
or exploring near and
trustees.
We
depend
on
must
Federal agepiLes belonging to
around the country. More
distant waterways that lead to
private
donations
to
get
our
the IAFWA In
—Made the U. S.
than 100.000 people labor at
places that can ,be reached
Fish di Wildlife Service, U. S. message across."
this task
A. W. A. R. E. has been only by water, of bird watForest Service and the Bureau
wildlife
and
designated a non-profit ching
Up to now telling their story of Land Management.
photography, fishing and
foundation
Inby
the
U.
S.
fltif generally been lone Oh a - in
mahrti'g The - an-2-Ttcniciring on -sandbars,"
state by state basis. Now, nouncement Dr. Gottschalk, ternal
— IVnations can be made to help according to Leon Harkins,
however, a national com- former director Bureau of
Committee Chairman. munications program has Sports Fisheries and Wildlife, in this important public
awareness
program
by
senIt also clearly demonbeen developed to periodically U. S. Dept. of Interior,
stated, ding check or money order to: strates that canoe owners do
keep the American public "The fawn,the eagle, the
Coho
A. W. A. R. E.
not have to travel many miles
informed of the state of this Salmon, the disappearing
Box 2954
to find ideal recreational
nation's wildlife, fishes and wildlife habitat. all of them
Washington, D. C. 20013
waters," Harkins noted. "One

of the big advantages of
owning e canoeis that you can
find great cruising waters just
a few steps from your back
door."
The guide presents basic
Information for planning
canoe trips and list more

detailed sources of information. Basic safety information also is included.
For your free copy of the
booklet, write Canoe Booklet,
Boating Industry
Associatiehs, 401 N. Michigan
Ave., Chicalo,kettaill.

Non-hofit A.W.A.111. Foatiletion Sitt6UP
To Tell The True Story OfKfldrde Management

Boat 'NI Motor
Outboard & Stara Drive Service
24 Hour Wrecker Ser v•ce
2112(Adwater Rd Murray, K

753-9131

Days 753-7404
Nights 753-2486

Your U-Haul Headquarters

Gucpt)o o041Michtt1in Tire,

Speciefising in servicing tires 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest ' Selection of 4 Wheeling Tires
7534779
In The Jackson Pwchose
406 N. 4th
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John
Riddle,
TWRA designed to yield results which necessary to establish and
Fisheries Research Biologist will compliment ongoing creel verify any trends. In time,
in .charge of analyzing data surveys and other. studies. perhaps as much as two years
generated by TWRA's black Hudson Nichols, Chief of from now, all The tag returns
bass tagging study., recently TWRA's Fish Management and other data will be fully
!Ty Jerry Matilda,
advised that TWRA- field Division, recently stated that analyzed. If at that point the
.• personnel will resume tagging Ky. Lake no( only had an facts in hand indicate changes
k.
black bass on several Ten- excellent- bass population but In bass management apI attended the"regular day. You might also watch slow retrieve, just barely nessee Reservoirs during that it had more large bass in proaches should be conmeeting of the Murray Bass some of the pros on television making the lure wiggle. I like April. Riddle stated, "If all it than any other Tennessee sidered, THE PUBLIC will be
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CONTRACT DOCUMENTS
work.
$100;Nice pine chest.of
.my home, Needs own
up. Ross& Tuck Salvage
Ber.Orrul port of ein unique ind
for the proposed project-.
and
beTirn
&air
MUST SELL 277 Apollo
Tuesday
the
Inn
drawers, like new, $50.
Kelley's
transportation. Call 753Mdse., Inc. Hwy. 45, 1
relative to the WAGE, ostry enthout tons actually in•
'
jet boat, one new, one
publication.
Wednesday, April 25 and
Call 753-1611_,
0062.
LABOR, and EQUAL EMwised in the growing operatroass.
mi. So. Martin, Tn.
Termite
OPPORTUNPLOYMENT
Ws need a *Mbar person te
demonstrator. One
26 between 8 a.m. - 6
18 Sew,ng
Phone: 587-2420 Martin,
ITY requirements.
& Pest
1,clinse es as *Om for our InterNOW ACCEPTING apMcMr.
equipped 460 Ford
p.m. Contact
The City at Murray and
/In. 38237: Open on Sat. SEWING MACHINE in
naluoold Isrskrago noo.0.1,
plicants at 2001 Disco,
Control
engine,
one
454
equipped
Calloway County, Ky., in ocDaniel.
dos was, IMMEDIATELY
,. until 3:00 p.m.
cabinet, sews perfect.
cordince with TITLE VI of the
Call 901-642-7494 for
,Happy
Chevrolet engine. With
100 kink 13M '
Loolsot ossins cord on Libre
CIVIL RIGHTS ACT of 1964,72
Full cash price, $39.50.
MOWN 7534914
appointment.
by
Btros
sod
Fok
warranty. Edwards
to
2000d
U.S.C.
STAT. 252.42
Anaiversarr,
Philco
FOR
SALE:
In
Business Over
Call Martha Hopper.
meow .
20:10d-4 and TME 49. CODE
Motor Co., E. 4th Street,
30 Years
•
electric cook stove. Like
maid.
FULL TIME
FEDERAL
354-8619.
OF
Marie
By EPA Certified
Ky.
Benton,
527-1436
you
while
FREE
VACATION
REGULATIONS, DEPARTMnew.
Moving
must
sell.
Motel,
Lakeland
our field offices
Wain at one
days, 527-8814 nights.
TRANOF
ENT
Call 489-2373 or 753-9924. HOUSE OF THOUSANDS
Aurora, 474-na.
SPORTATION, SUBTITLE A,
Atlanta. Washington
Needleart Shoppe, Fox
OFFICE OF SECRETARY,
BIBLE FACTS INC.
NON
21,%.
PART
WEED EATERS, model
Meadows, South 16th
Orlando • Memphis
In
DISCRIMINATION
Jesus states in Matthew
507.
Must sell my
$43.99.
Roto
Street.
shear
POSITION
moNAGENENT
ASSISTED
FEDERALLY
7:15, 16: "BeWare of
ORTHODONIC .
THE
of
BURGER QUEEN needs
model 2201, $36.50.
Only thou ..0 oon.floce ‘.,.,•.
stock
OF
entire
PROGRAMS
false prophets, which
the, sincerity and dedication
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSeeretary-Assistaat
ply
4
Wallin
port
time
time
and
full
Columbia-Minerva
Hardware,
Paris.
adhies• SUCCESS mll he cons,n
SPORTATION issued purcome to you in sheep's
Job specifications: 21
'worsted weight and
help, male and female
old.
suant to such ACT, hereby
inwardly
but
clothing,
FRIGIDAIRE washer
Good dsirocti." rehabilify awe
will
over;
or
notifies all bidders that it
years
sports weight yarns at ...
for
days
and
nights.
dyne." sty,,, ,murals us more
affirmatively insure that in
they are ravening
• and dryer. Remington
Minimum - high school
1-,2 price, to., make room .
able
experiena No matter rirtui
be
to
Must
work
Than
on
any contract entered into purwolves. Ye shall know
typewriter. Call 753typing
education;
your hacirroond es, you May be
my new line of
for
suant to this advertisement,
weekends, must be 18
..•.inra for
,
,,
wil,
.
,
them by their fruits. Do
I post she persor
minority business enterprises
skills; enjoy working
Yarns in
Brunswick
today
or
No
others
older.
need
opwill be afforded full
men gather grapes of
to
willing
LIMITECVPORTUNITY
people;
with
acrylic, in and
wool
both
in
bids
submit
to
portunity
apply. No phone calls.
CUSTOM
MADE
thorns, or figs of
tarn new skills. Send
response to this invitation and
weight and
worsted
in
person
Apply
only,
_draperies, made to your
will not be discriminated
thistles" Think about
resurne to P. 0. Box
sports weight. Now in
Division merchandise
against on the grounds of race,
don't apply from 11
Measurement. No labor
Bible study,
For
it!
conorigin
Ken- many new kits
stock
Murray,
32P,
color, or national
EDERATIO%
,
,`•
charge. Over 150 patmanager. Good benefits, vacation,
a.m. - 2 p.m. or S
individual, group or by
sideration of an award
and pattern books in
tucky 420'71
terns and colors, 15 per
p.m.
phone, call 753-0984.
V ER SI LTI. KIST'S
profit
sharing, good working concotton
and
crewel
el • .crnet N It
cent off month of April.
latch
embroideries,
211.60S
SP,,.,,
k,
ditions, experience preferred.
P.N. Hirsch & Co. 7534221219
hook, needlepoint
9779.
Apply in person at Ros
knitting_and crochet.
9. Situation; Wanted
tablecloths,
Department Store.
Stamped
TILLERS chain drive, 5
napkins and quilt tops,
°The City of Murray will accept sealed bids for
FULL TIME employment
h.p. B and S engine.
position.
a
will
hold
Council
and
Common
Mayor
The
baby or fingering yarn.
wanted. Discharged
the sale of one (1) 1973 Ford 1 door sedan, vinyl
$199.95. Wallin Hardthe temporary closing of apon
Hearing
Public
Full line of accessories
Army.
from
top, steering, brakes & air, 460 cubic inch motor.
ware, Paris.
proximately 110' of Payne Street at the Western
each needleart.
for
Vehicle may be inspected at City Hall Building,
construction,
General
end, and between the 14th and 15th blocks, on
accepted
lessons be
will
Needlepoint
Bids
SNAPPER
Streets.
Poplar
SALE
South 5th &
and salo experience.
Equal Opportunity Employer
April 77, 19'78. The hearing will be held at 7:30 p.
materials only.
of
cost
replacement
mower
435-4331.
evenings
until April 25, 1978,5:00p.m.
Call
.
m. in the City Hall Bldg, in the Council ChamI ormation call 753blades. Your choice 26",
ber. For further information, call the Planner's
FULL
each.
TIME
WANTED
$5.99
30".
or
28"
Office at 753-1225.
summer officm work.
Wallin Hardware,Varis.
Available .Ma g 8 August 21, Contact 437ARIENS ROTO tiller.
4592 after 4 p.m. for
Four h.p. motor Used 3
197849 City of Murray Motor Vehicle License PROPOSED USE
resume.
seasons. 'Excellent
(city stickers), Business License, Dog Licenlie &
condition Also heavy
10 Business Opportunity
Motorcycle License are now on sale at the City
NEARING NOTICE
duty rubber tired wheel
Clerk's Office, City Hall Building, South 5th &
(executive) of the (city/county) of Hazel will
The
barrow. 901 7534170.
LIKE TO NIT
wOlttn v
Poplar Streets. License expire on May 1, 1978
holds public hearing at the City Hall, Hazel, Ky., at
and if not renewed by May 31, 1978, a 10 per cent .
7 p.m. May 4. 1978 for the purpose of obtaining writ75,000 AIR CONDITIONERS.
penalty will be addedlo the purchase price.
ten and oral comments of citizens regarding uses of
Jo Crass
• R.C. Evans, 474-8848, or
.
ANC)
is now accepting applications for
BE SETE I MI.OESO
Revenue Sharing funds as proposed in the annual
City Clerk •
NbT HAVE TO INVEST A
474-2748.
budget in the amount of $3,000.00. All interested
LOT OE ATMtV
citizen's, senior citizens, and organizations
Sell era tie "AP. "Mfts Wanted
55 GALLON DRUMS,
representing the interests of senior citizens are en•mi.womialP
-.a...a••
Thornton Tile and
couraged to attend and submit theit comments.
ust be wilting to work any of three shifts and be able to perform a
LEASE
FOR
Marble, South 9th, Call
service
NOTICE OF VACANCY ON
ariety of job skills Persons interested should apply in person of the'
753-5719.
station, Hazel, Ky. Also
office of
.
personnel
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
for sale farm tanks of all
G.E.
refrigerator
ONE
on
exists
Call
vacancy
753-2321
a
sizes.
that
after
Notice is hereby given
LEGAL NOTICE
and cultivator for small
5 p.m.. 4741346.
the Calloway County Conservation District Board of
OF ADOPTION CITIZEN
garden tractor. Call 753Supervisors due to the death of Paul Blatbck.
1261 or 759-4088.
ESTABLISHED
lucrative
thin.
fill
to
accepted
PUN
be
PARTICIPATION
will
Nominating petitions
retail clothing business
Notice is hereby, given that a Citizen Parunexpired term for the. next (30) thirty days at the
FitIGIDAIRE range, two
"for sale Guaranteed
ticipation Plan hAs been drily adopted for the adCalloway County - Conservation Distrid Office
piece livinii mom suite.
FAced
to
sell.
income.
ministration of Community Development
located in Bel Air Shopping Center. The nominating
Sewing machfne 1060 F
enli
1511-74133.
program$ in the Cit3i orMurray by the Common
petitions must bear the signatures and addrenats of
Murray, Kentucky 42071
800 Ford triu:k with
•
.
Gattneil, A draft:IA-the Plan was reviewed at the
a inirsbnium- of t26) twenty-five landowners living
Call 753-6968..
Waits bed. ,
Monday through Saturday
April 3, 1978 Public Hearing Held at the Douglas,
'within this district. Blank petitions are available at
WANTED STA IN
DETECTORS,
Community Center. MI comments and
the District Office.
.timber We 'pay top SMOKE
from 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
advertised
suggestions made by the public were considered
nationally
The district will submit all petitions received to
prices on load quality
•
operated
in
Plan
the
for
final
official
Battery
approval
preparing
brand.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F
the Kentucky Conner/talon Commission in Franktimber aril will pay cash
wland
The Citizen Participation Plan is in effect as of
and included.
fort who will then appoint a succensor to fill the ofor percentage your
April 13, 1978.
Refrigeration, 110 South
ehoice. Cali after 6 p m.
fice.
12th.
502-489-V4.
Sealed groposids will be
received by' the MurrayGalloway County Airport
Board, at the Murray City
Hall, Murray, Ky. on kW. I,
1976 <until 11:00 a.
Wnie, and at that bog, opon
and publicly; read. for Ike

of

Glenda •Aitctsurr- owner

invites you to
coff 753-7806 for on op
Operator.

If You
NeedThent

cial Concerns
Committee. and
e Ledger &
I. Times

WOR M

Help
Wanted

nv

NOTICE

-PUBLIC HEARING-

NOTICE

nd

to IV
Paler
a

The
Tappan Company
Hourly Employees

The Tappan Company

Appliance Group Murray Operations

••-c>`•••.--.400
. -
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ANOTHER

NEW
LISTING - Roomy 3
tledroorn -home on 44.
-cre
from City limits. Home
features study, 1 12
baths, central heat and
• air, 2 car attached
garage. Lot has nice
shrubs and trees, in
ducting some fruit trees;
and fenced backyard.
Phone Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 'ot visa our
conveniently --located.
'office at

WANTED
RE/WON• Mir party .:to tae
over small monthly
Wufhtzerpiano. J and B
Music. 753-7575.

LAWN MOWERS Si 2 h p.

22'• cut. B and. engine.
$88 88. Wallin Hard'ware. Paris:
MINIATURE
`t AKC,
paclishund puknes,
female
each. :AKC
Austrsiiini terrier. 50:
-WATER . FRONT andL
--Also feint& t.X.Ihe free
'-lakeview lot in
a
to good home. Call 4-527-- -14416Lig
ilestrictesissea.

;.levestment! 16 unit apertesent house with beo,000n
coronae! -oportmeet,
.,Incase potential $ ,saosi 000
monthly. Minimum upkeep. loaned on
form
Rood close- to University

Amesisnsts0f liii sq. ft. ei belie'see fa Ibis 4 Winos. !
I Yeti. Mom laeprttsdise4emily rem cessalesIlse
fireplace, control gas Beat end central sir, besuIlliel heck
patio with ges grill. This hone is fah 10 years iski sod
located in Bagwell Manor on genet residential blvd. Priced la
Sis

have
listed
Shore,
Lake
Shores
homes
vestm,
family
753-14K
Realtor,

71-r math.

-

• — LOINS
imittatACCOUNTING
SERVICES

--

•

•
AK( -REGISTERED

Schnauzer,
• miniature
for
all :types of
Three months old.
businesses:- Call: Mr.'
---Call 753-7506, or can be
'James
.
Seen 34A Shady Oaks
-Trailer Park._

---r.s&KAGE:=SALF.1204_
afesborn
p

also
few five acre
parcels only one mile
trom lake. Call John C.
Nelibauer, realtor; 505
Main St., Murray. 7530101 or 753-7531.

COUNTS? LIVING
Thos twri$y3 beireent brick emd stoorisemnren 641 S.nt located on 144 *cries with let' ef trees. To tally reek*
the benefits this -home offers, you shoold aspect it person:04 Wo ct be hope, to show ot to you.

loamy country living? Throe lei* o look at this l'hoodimun /1
/
2
both home located appiocionetely 3 miles.,froni town on 121
South. Other features include likqe Jai,cantrai heel and ea
ond storm.doors and windows. Reduced front $39,500 to
S36.$00.

• BUILDI
have a
"' building
near to
lots, in

_Purdom I Thurman
ins

HEAR POLler,
warden, _ambulance,

TA calls"i5n'tour Beat -- GARAGE-0*LE:Items of
.11U-Scanner. Cqrnplete
with 50 ft.. pdsh-up pole,
coax cable; antenna, 17
• crystals- $225. call 753-

esierY Ibid.Saturday, 96. Sunday, 12-6. Corner
of Glendale and South
•'
1th: „

REDUCED FOR quick
Sale Very nice
mobile
home with lot, nice
garage and well: Just off
A)
. Near take.
'
cam 43B2733.

Iffeludea--311---tenda
YARD SALE. Furniture,
acres, stock barn and.
tools, shop vac, guns. "spords. Phone Kopperud„.':'_
-camping- 4;6st; knives,,163-1221toys, old _barber chair,
more infOrmatiou.
clothes, books, sewing
machine, etc. Go High- • DEER HUNTING, 67
way 94 West to HighwayT
acres - located
783 South then .8 mile on
Weakley County for.
lefti Start; • Sunday 9- __deerhunters only.. Call Moody Realty Co. 901a.m - rids' Monday 6:30
'
642-5093. Bill Moody 642•
600:.

NEW LISTING 35 - acres
all fenced with toad

FOUR ,.
-apartment
for rent, bath. $100.00
„yet
: month. Everything
furnished
except
electric bill. 209 Walnut
St. Call 753-3685.
TWO
BEDROOM
Townhouse apartment.
Range. refrigerator.
dishwasher,
disposal,
washer dryer hookup.
all carpet. Central heat
and air Call 753-7550

!FOR RENT 100 acres for
•Iiny beans, New Concord. Write Harold
Jewell, 1750 Moorhouse,
Ferndale,
Michigan
411220.

locate
distanc
centers,
and
Timis nice 2 4e4resion frame beeps N1 Nag res., alp
room sod bitches is located II miles North of Aisne" mikes.
441. It is ea•hie acre let mid lies over 20 frail tress piss
`essmeollaisresskli pipe plots miss hes garden plat mai
bust__aseeed soothes. ihdy
117,346.111.

brick wi
den, fen
wood pa
30's...Ca
you
me at
details,
Realtn

- Wilt 3
Veneer, 2 bailrbome
'offersylepacious
rooms
rge closets.
attroctive
stone
•
lace &a deep lot
at has space for
children to play or a
place for summer
barbecue. Really a
nice home that.you
should see without
delay. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
ACRES LOTS for rent
or sale $30 per month
City water and sewage
Roberts Estates, 3 miles
East of Murray. Call
753-3745

Well tritnmed shrubs
... and price to match. This sharp 2
bedroom
brick
veneer In excellent
. conds
F
ftegt
Alt
ttd
throughout. reperi7
el included Paved
ri vesiay. carport.
In the 211's
Boyd
Malors Real Estate,
105N 12th.

here's that eider beam within walking ragtime of IA S.U.
It's 11
/
2 stray, 4 bedroom home viffli alai room, fell
basement, central pee heat, fireplace end es appliances is
offered .5 525,500. Please cell for appointment.

MU

across the street to the
university from this
well-kept older home
with three bedrooms.
two baths, central gas
heat
and
a
half'

A TOUCH of Nature, AUTHENTIC
LOG cabin
surrounds
this
near lake. 3 large
beautifully kept brick on
bedrooms,
beautiful
picturesque 2 acre
wood burning firePlace.
lot.. Some of the special__ .Large L.R.
and large
features of' this home
kitchen breakfast bar.
are: beautiful built-in
good deep well sitting on
kitchen, fireplace with
1 acre, full basement
heatalator for winter
listed at $25,500. Nelson
rnontb,s..22 x 15 patio for
Shroat Co. Realtors, 759syrnmer cook-outs.. and
1707
much, much more! May
we show youloday'' Call
753-1492 or 753-14
'
99
Loretta Jobs Realtors.

FULT(Iti YOUNG
REALTY

PAYMENT MAXIM
hem., only Pi blocks west of AtSli, hos 2 oportments
to help make the payments. The beam features 31nd/rooms,
central heat and eh, end lots of storm area. The backyard
is tannest with •garde, anti Omer leering and masts to
sell some, ie cal end let vs show yes this imality brat hawk
$41,0011.

42 Acre form with 3 bedroom brick beam with faiiimaNg1110,
Nouse hue coettra heel. living roes. dee, est-le Wilma!
Acreage hate tobacco he.. barns, stock water. locallai ea
blacktop, beeatifel tree-lined drive. Owner greets to Int

II

Me* listing 3 mi. from Murray. Brias veneer,
'over 1 acre on blacktop road. Call for
more in-formation. Immediate occupancy at riming of
sale

/534333

•

DEAR
!!Love

This new home has coatrol hew end air, all
rooms are nice
sites, paneled awaited mil located on • real
good Wt with
fine rireinego.
Get•large fSp, awl a big hawse? S limboonis. I baths,
airdna hoot & air, fireplace, trite instration, low upkeep. 1
Awe le miseries north of /therm Come by Witswes office
WW1 WM at flew plot to this hem. low 40's

De yaw ma • strike A lasodig rem? A mem* ewe
room? A smite, room? A timid dining room? A cypress
deck sad concrete patio sad shaded back yeti? A Maio coo
gargle lecge enough ter•sated slim? Geed emighben? fl so
cell rs for Mo

One of the taker ell homes in Novel, has homy roosisdelorl with
now aselation Nes fireelec• end MOM WM, AN this
tot
St 1 400 00

IIXT1A SHAW . 2 bedroom elianiamnol4k..g ham lameed .ht
Aims. Pasioled threeibleet
torlevatory heik lifts
large latches with Many et calinees. Al moms are lorals• Dow,
comet lief. Specie/ peke ef $14,500,

lb. Ines in to. beckgratad indicate the plasma leftist, el
Oa 3 bedroom Vick reach la lyMored litotes end WV
mbortes from teem. Peeseetaort with deed, vritey feat sod
ohne today. beet call mid wed meet yoir Morel 134,010.
t

forest Siroshiss 7511171

Omer transferred Ned wants to sod before basin. his 3
beiresse. 11
/
2.bstio boss is located la sop esilliterbeed. The
imakes_swend bees old eis. AM wisdom sod doors,
pa fumed beck
cts. Difre's
pilbd Grp fres, perekeed-tbe-yer44s-sistrectissis Iantot es help pee bey this bowel

•

NEW LISTING - Extremely attractive 3
bedroom brick home
basement. There is also
featuring fireplace, den,
an extra plus with a
1'7 baths, basement,
NOW LEASING new 2
three room upstairs
and benttfit) landbedroom duplex, central
apartment with outside
sca pei4,y11 Ted'. Located
heat .and air, carpeted,
entrance. If you are
close to schools and
shopping:-Prieed-te-isell,— Jo_0101.....lor _a _house _—
8067 after 5 p.m.
priced in the mid forties '
" fast - 30's. Phone*
that is convenient to the
Kopperud Realty. 753APARTMENT.
Near
university call us today.
1222 for courteous,
Downtown Murray. Call
Phone Kopperud Realty,
reliable real estate
7534109.
73-1222, anytime.
service.
-.•
SLEEPING-ROOMS, air
condition, private entrance, refrigerator.
Zimmerman
Apartment, South 16th Street,
753-6609.

_

.

MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at RiviereCoarts
('all 753-3280

ON-E BEDROOM f
ntshed apartment ner
downtown Murray('Call
753-4109.

bed
,ts *eke "se Permats. Oblar f
hone bus been
remodeled 3 bedtime,!WO, krichen-461.11t-ii
rear.
Completely fewest bas berm & water for!Wk.Iscolleat
location. priced *40's.

AN hitch.. apphaeces go with this 4 bedroom, l' 2 bate brick
• located on quiet residinstial street. WeN landscaped !inn
with we patio for entertaining. Priced in low 30's

1117114'-ii 64 Peerless;
!
'
'
central air, gas heat,
:washer and
dryer.
;Underpinned.
Cali
between 7 p.m. and 1030
4'
6,17534154.

ii143,41.F. HOME: awls
for families. Coach
Estates
and . Fox
Meadows, South .16th
—:'53-3855.

•
kid fan5 ries. to Murray. Ingek scamp and tobacco

--Pan
us sho
have.
Realty,
Shoulde
Fulton

•
Three franimem and S yens of commercial property
too
Celitwater laud. Priced rigirtl

Are yea interested in smell form or an litre large gardens..
These S series near old Maw is such • piece wW his
•3
bedroom beets, well wets. siding end on ideal home

acres,
Country
develo
36 acres
- water
on pro
for su
more
Faltosr
753-733
Shoulde
Fulton

vj

•
•

7
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PUT IT IN THE
C4211=1111

43. Real Estate

•
p1 bock
ad sod
fice4B-

AC

drown
an on 121
sot and etc
;39,500 to

51. Services Offered

51. Services Offered

51. Services Offered

1970 CHEVROLET lin,
pale
Custom. One
owner. Geed conditiOn.
Call 753-3896.

ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field
tife-ltnes installed, 28
years
experience.
Licensed through Health
Department. Call Rex
Camp,; 753-5933. .

NEED-. TREES- ' -or
PLOWING,' &tieing and
cut
or
shrubbery
bushogging. Call 753TNE NELSON SNROAT
trimmed? Call George
1261 or 759-4088.
CO.REALTORS
. Landolt,753-470'7.
4
.
. ---- LICENSED ELEC759-1707
i1973 FORD PICKUP.
PAINTING INFERIOR,
Weis Jeffs Sheep* Coster
TRICIAN. pronikt ,efPower steering and
exterior. Also dry wail • ficient service No job too
BOYD-MAJORS"
.
power brakes, air. call
finishing. 10 years ex-' small. Call Ernest
SPRAY PAllsITING of all
753-7975.
REAL ESTATE
44 lots For Sale
C: 36256
IICSAIIIND,
1Yhite, 753-0605.
kinds. Metal roofs,
753-8080
Ralph Worley.
LOTS FOR SALE Lake
and
barns, farms
1977 DODGE cruise
Proleams=Services
' view lots in_r_istrictede"
RalpLi
-.master rrtirri home. 3,40(1 -BEAUT1FYI±-your-tome_Call
lip_mea,
•
With.The Friendly Touch" - ItAfftPr3**MDT
subdivision at -.1973
. Worley, 436-2563.
miles. Like new. 68500.
MAM SERVICE
with lightweight easy-toprices. Central water ,
Rome
repair
urk.
Call 753-9773.
Stone.
Eldorado
install
Remodeling, small plurribmg.
ESTATE
REAL
Call 436-2473.
--WILL MOW lawns: in
No job to small. SaLisfaction
No costly footings or
WORRIES? _ Then
guni-nitteed.436-668e. - - -Murray and around
1941
CHEVROLET
Farms
For
Sale
45.
100,percent
foundations.
F.ALTLif4S
I Ill)
...-Came.. to the place
'
' -lake. Call 436-2563.
-----plekupi--automatie, 383
masonarr
fireproof
and
LAND
SELLING
--where you can find
chrome
modified
motor,
the
product. Less than
cattle, 16% acres newly
"Professional SerMITCHELL
FENCE SALES at Sears
- wheels, sharp, $1,500.
,cost of natural' one
fenced. -Continuous
vices With The
BLACKTOPPING '- . now.-Call Sears 753-2310
1952
viillys
2
door
car.,
.
exinterior
or
Use for
creek water. Bound on
Friendly Touch" patching .- for free atiraam - for •
sealing,
restorable condition.
.. .
tenor. An excellent do..
South by 121 Highway,
BOYD-MAJORS RESough 12th a‘.&.s.,enlore
eeds.
J'br
, free --;-_rTyoluin
strinin_g
.
- __,..,,,,
Best offer. Call 753-4954
it-yourself project or we- estimates
on'East by county road.
AL ESTATE. Give us
TELEPHONE 75110E1
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WILL HAUL rock, lime
smobile. Call 753-3596
us show you What -we 'timber and . lots of
Call 759-1228. "'
some cross fencing.
and sand. Call 382-2646.
WET BASEMENT? We
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barn
and
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stock
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own winding lane to a
Shoulders, 753-8071;
SON - General home
interior,
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conmore
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THICSTa ti gas inguaranteed. Call or
choice building spot
Fulton Young, 753-4946.
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Moving
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motor cross
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50. Campers
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formation on this choice
J AND,...B._ Poe-1 _Con- Ky..7591707.
1975 SUZUKI GT 380,
property. Call Kopperud
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excellent condition. 1971
vinyl lined
pools.
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!!Love This House!! It's
State
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extra fast. Good knobby
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Guttering by Sears, Sears
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be
Silver.
Can
CAMPER
condition.
46 Homes For Sale
located in walking
Speaker's
Bureau
tires_ Call 435-4429.
continuous gutters inSALES - Your- friendly
seen at'Fins Station', 121
UKE
distance of shopping
brochure More than
your
per
stalled
HOUSE WITH 12 acres
Starcraft dealer. Travel
Bypass. Call 753-9706.
BARKLEY
centers, grocery stores
100 speakers and 350
Call
specifications.
land, extra nice. Two 1967 SUZUKI 200 CD, low
trailers,
pop ups, used
PROPERTIES
and school...3 bedroom
topics
to choose from.
excellent
'conmiles,
for
free
753-2310
Sears
shop.
;
bedroom brick,
-tampers anti toppers.
1968 PLYMOUTH Fury
brick with rec room and
A regional service
BARKLEY SHORES,
outbuilding. - dition. Call 489-2773 after
estimates.
.
Other
All at discount prices.
III. Good condition.
den, fenced in brick and
3 bedroom, fireplace,
provided
by the
Call
5 p.m.
Priced to sell. Call 753Complete line of parts
51,000 miles. Call 436wood patio, priced in the
lakeview,$39,500.
university.
Office
of
BLOWN
0430 or 7534131. ,
and accessories. We--FN
. SULATION
5870 after 5 p.m.
30's.. Can't wait to tell
Information
and
MX 250 YAMAHA. Exsave On
by
service what we sell..
you more about it,--callSears
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Serricesi-THREE- BED*00111- cellent condition. Sest7and
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Neat
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Open Monday-Saturday,
-1976 GRAND PlUX. One
RAY.3-bedroom, lake --- brick home with garage
me at 753-1492 for More
Murray State Univeroffer. call 753-0650.
cooling bills. Call Sears
7
a.m.
till
?
Sunday.
front, ' boat dock,
owner. 12,000 miles. Call
BLACK FEMALE kitten
details, Loretta Jobs
sity, Murray, Ky.
and 1,42 bath. Located in
free
for
753-2310
12:30 until-6 p.m. East 94
753-4330.
$50,000.
with white spot on chest.
Realtors.
42071.(502) 762-2798.
1974 HONDA 750. Four
Westwood Subdivision.
estimates.
Highway 4 miles from
months old. Call
Three
into one pipes. WindCall 753-5685.
BLUE
Murray. Call 753-0605.
SPRINGS
1961 FALCON, dean
753-3994.
ANHOME
miles
MOBILE
7,000
jammer.
SHORES, 2 bedroom-looks and runs good. Gas
COUNTY ESTATE city
CHORS,- underpinning,
Call 753-6010.
Waldrop Realty.
frame,
furnished, conveniences 2 mile's
server. 1450. Call 753- 1972 16' TRAVEL trailer
awnings, carports and
$32,000
Slumber
ity_agon.
Extra;.,,
_
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-19771!ARtrY DAVISONroofs sealed. Call Jack
clean.
Call
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Since /956
privacy.
of
acres
1200
Super
Glide.
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CADIZ,
3
bedroom
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1973 MAVERICK, V-8, 4
Private lake. Beautiful
Call 767-6539,or.395-4329.
m. or weekend.
brick, corner lot,
Garland.
door, automatic, power,
wood park area, barn
$31,900.
48. Automotive Service
air,
new
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tires,
FOR INSULATION
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building,
storage
mechanically A-1. $1095, 16' CAMPER Man-0and
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TRUCK TIRE 8-75 x 16.5,
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closets and Cabinets.
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Murray.
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motor and transmission,
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for subdivision. For
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GRANDVILLE
1973
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building sites to
49. Used Cars 4 Trucks
PONTIAC convertible, 1977 DODGE Cruise STEVE'S 'CARPET
Fulton' Young Realty,choose from. For furMaster mini home. 3,400
Year
4
power, electric
SALE
air,
HOME FOR
Cleaning Services.
1972 LINCOLN CO& ,
753-7333, Forest H.
ther information call
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full
2
and
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bedroom,
windows
old
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collect:
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baths, dishwasher,
estimates. We take
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Fulton Young, 7534946
electric, stove, part
pride in our work. Call
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large lot in
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basement,
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1969
Travel
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Truck - automatic
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Guy Spann Realty
REALTOR
6346.
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transmission - 26,000
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our Key People
S72$763
actual miles. Nice and
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wheelbase
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hag
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E.
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stumps? We can remove
Call 435-4429.
1307
Olive
Douglass
cabinets, utility room,
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CONCRKIE
Blvd.
finishing.
screened-glassed porch,
1971 DATSUN pickups
beneath ground. Leaves_
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/
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only
sawdust and chips.
recent overhaul. Runs
GREMLIN
X,
Call 753-0659.
1974
fireplace, electric heat
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perfect.
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pod
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*Hospital
bath
bedroom,
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3
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doors, patio, 80 x 70 ft.,
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automat] with air,
cleaning. Call John Lane.
Fri. Sal. 3-2.30
shaded yard. $25,000.
1973 DODGE Pickup,
radial tips, 61295. Call
Phone 753-8669' to- 436Owner Russell Nash,
'Hair Cuts *Shaves
brown
and
gold.
489-2595
5348.
122,
Box
2,.
Route
- Automatic,
209 Walnut Street.
power Springville, TN 1-901steering. Call 753-3090 or
753-1492
Coll this number after 5:00 to assure
593-3001.
753-4066.
Sycamore
prompt service next day, 753-3685 1200
QUALITY SERVICE
and night appointments.
131r.DROOM
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NICE
1966 DODGE 2 ton truck, 2
Company Inc. Air conhouse, bath, utility, on
speed lixle with grain
dition sales and serLoretta Jobs-753-6079 Judy Johnston-437-4446
Gilbert Street in Hazel.
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vice. Modern sheet
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metal
department
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